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Services to Support Use and Development of Multilingual Speech Input
António Teixeira, Pedro Francisco, Nuno Almeida, Carlos Pereira, and Samuel Silva
Department of Electronics, Telecommunications & Informatics / IEETA
University of Aveiro
Aveiro, Portugal
{ajst, goucha, nunoalmeida, cepereira, sss}@ua.pt
Abstract—The use of speech for human-machine interaction
benefits from being our most natural way of communication.
Profiting from a widespread use of devices providing audio
input, applications increasingly support speech recognition and
understanding, but several challenges are still to be addressed.
A common solution to support spoken language understanding
uses semantic grammars. Also, for speech recognizers,
grammars are a common way of configuring what can be
recognized. The definition of these grammars, to support a
semantically rich spoken interaction, involves a large amount
of resources and linguistic knowledge and, therefore, systems
tend to support a single language or multiple languages in a
very narrow semantic scope. To address this issue, we propose
to use an existing grammar to generate grammars for other
languages by using automatic translation and taking into
consideration aspects such as word realignment and grammar
expansion, based on multiple possible translations. This
method fosters effortless creation of a semantically rich
grammar, for the target language, which can then be revised.
The proposed method has already been successfully used to
enable multilingual speech interaction for AALFred, a
personal life assistant, covering English, French, Hungarian,
Polish, and Portuguese.
Keywords - Services; speech; semantic grammars;
multilingual; multimodal interaction; speech recognition,
translation.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in technology have brought mobile devices to
our everyday life. With the growing number of features
provided by devices such as smartphones or tablets, it is of
paramount importance to devise natural ways of interacting
with them that help to deal with their increasing complexity.
Natural interaction is, therefore, an important goal, striving
to integrate devices with our daily life by using gestures,
context awareness or speech [1].
The importance of natural interaction is also boosted by
the needs of various user groups, such as the elderly, who
might present some kind of limitation at physical (e.g.,
limited dexterity) or cognitive (e.g., memory) level and lack
the technological skills to deal with devices that can play an
important role in improving their daily life [2].
The increased mobility and the multitude of devices that
can be used impose important challenges to interaction
design. Nevertheless, the “always connected” nature of most
of these devices, in a wide range of environments (e.g.,
home, work, and street), offers the possibility of using
resources located remotely, including computational power,

storage or on-the-fly updates to currently running
applications to serve a new context
Speech and natural language remain our most natural
form of interaction [3][4] and a number of recent
applications use speech as part of a multimodal system [5] in
combination with other modalities. Nevertheless, despite its
potential, the inclusion of input and output modalities based
on speech poses problems at different levels. On a higher
level, speech modalities involve several complex modules
that need to work together and ensure speech recognition and
speech synthesis. Tailoring these modules to different
applications is a tiresome task and we have recently
proposed a generic, service-based, modality component [6]
that can work decoupled from the application, thus providing
easier deployment of speech modalities. Another important
issue concerning speech is its inclusion in applications
targeting multiple languages. Therefore, our generic
modality component also aims at being able to internally
handle several languages. Since configuration information
for speech recognizers or extraction of semantic information
is created based on the context of one application, it is
necessary to explicitly define the grammars of each
application in each language that the application aims to
support.
One of the demanding tasks on using the speech
modality, when several languages are involved, is to help
developers and user interaction designers in the derivation of
the grammars for each language. Therefore, in this context
of multi-language support, our main goals for the generic
speech modality include:
 Streamlining of internationalization support;
 Reduction of variance among grammars, contributing
for easier update and maintenance;
 Customization of any of the different grammars, if
needed;
 Additionally to manual editing, allow automatic
expansion of the recognized sentences and word corpora
using existing services.
To approach these goals and in the context of a
multimodal personal assistant, AALFred [7], part of project
PaeLife, we proposed [1] the use of an existing grammar to
generate grammars for other languages by using automatic
translation and developed a first instantiation of a service
which explores this idea to provide initial versions for the
grammars in the different languages based on the definition
of the semantic grammar (in English). The service receives a
grammar, translates it and supports the needs of the speech
modality.
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The option for a service based solution follows a strong
recent trend. Many mobile applications adopt cloud services,
extending the capabilities of the device [8] regarding storage
and processing capabilities. Also, the use of services to
support the functionalities in speech input has been adopted
in several mobile architectures, such as the mentioned mTalk
[9], SIRI [10], and Cortana [11]. None, to the best of our
knowledge, explored the use of automatic translation of
grammars to support multilingual speech input.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows:
Section II presents some background information regarding
the application scenario in speech technologies, multimodal
architectures, and support for spoken interaction in such
architectures; Section III describes the main aspects of the
proposed service regarding its architecture and main
components; Section IV discusses prototype implementation;
Section V provides some application examples; finally,
Section VI presents some conclusions and ideas for future
work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
To help understand the proposed service and how it
relates to recent work in the areas of multimodal interaction
and spoken language interaction, some background
information and related work are presented. Also, to start this
section, we briefly present the applications scenario chosen
for the proof-of-concept is made.
A. The application Scenario: The AAL PaeLife project
The PaeLife project [12], chosen as the application
scenario, is aimed at keeping the European elderly active
and socially integrated. The project developed AALFred [7],
[13], a multimodal personal life assistant (PLA), offering the
elderly a wide set of services from unified messaging (e.g.,
email and twitter) to relevant feeds (e.g., the latest news and
weather information). The platform of the PLA comprises a
personal computer connected to a TV-like big screen and a
portable device, a tablet. One of the key interaction
modalities of the PLA is speech; speech input and output is
available in five European languages: French, Hungarian,
Polish, English, and Portuguese.
B. Speech and interaction
Speech and natural language remain our most natural
form of interaction [3][4] and a number of recent
applications use speech as part of a multimodal system [5] in
combination with other modalities. Nevertheless, despite its
potential, the inclusion of input and output modalities based
on speech poses problems at different levels. On a higher
level, speech modalities involve several complex modules
that need to work together and ensure speech recognition and
speech synthesis. Tailoring these modules to different
applications is a tiresome task and we have recently
proposed a generic, service-based, modality component [6]
that can work decoupled from the application, thus providing
easier deployment of speech modalities. Another important
issue concerning speech is its inclusion in applications
targeting multiple languages. Therefore, our generic

modality component also aims at being able to internally
handle several languages.
Several well-known applications use speech. A
representative example is mTalk [9], a multimodal browser
developed by AT&T, to support the development of
multimodal interfaces for mobile applications. Siri [10] and
Google Voice Search [14] are other examples of speech
enabled applications.
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) takes as input the
speech signal and produces a sequence of words. Speech
recognition engines are typically based in Hidden Markov
Models [15], which provide a statistical model to represent
the acoustic model for the utterances. In addition to the
acoustic model, a language model or a grammar is also
needed to define the language. Language models, such as the
ones defined by the ARPA format, are statistical n-gram [16]
models that describe the probability of word appearance
based on its history. Grammars can be defined as a set of
rules and word patterns which provide the speech
recognition engine with the sentences that are expected. The
Java Speech Grammar Format (JSGF) [17] and GRXML
[18] are examples of grammar formats.
Although grammars are more limited in the amount of
sentences that will be recognized, they are capable of being
more specific to each particular context of use, which often
translates to a more accurate recognition.
These models and grammar are language dependent and,
therefore, require language specific training. Usually,
acoustic models and language models are trained generically
to support a broad part of the language. They only need to be
trained once for each language.
The next phase after speech recognition is Spoken
Language Understanding (SLU), having as goal to extract
semantic information from the sequence of words produced
by the speech recognizer. Even in a command and control
scenario for speech interaction it is very useful to associate a
semantic meaning such as “direction left” to the sequence of
words “please turn to the left”. Several different types of
SLU [19][20] have been proposed, which can be divided into
major groups: knowledge-based and data-driven approaches.
Knowledge-based solutions include semantically enhanced
syntactic grammars, and semantic grammars, whereas datadriven approaches explore both generative models and
conditional (nongenerative) models [19]. Despite the
potential of data-driven approaches, it is common to use
semantic grammars (a knowledge-based approach) in many
applications. These approaches represent the semantic space
by a set of templates represented by semantic frames. Each
frame contains typed components called “slots” (or frame
elements). The type of the slot specifies what kind of fillers it
expects. The goal of this frame-based SLU is to choose the
frame that best matches the sequence of words coming from
the speech recognizer and extract the values for the slots
[19].
C. The Multimodal Architecture and Speech Modality
The support for multilingual spoken language interaction
must be part of the multimodal architecture supporting
interaction by voice. We have been working on the
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application of such architecture - directly related to the
recent work of the W3C on a distributed architecture for
multimodal interaction [21] - to mobile and AAL
applications as described in [5][22].
One of the major advantages of this architecture is the
decoupled nature of the interaction modalities, which enables
the development of the application core without an explicit
consideration of which modalities might be involved. What
strictly matters is the semantic content resulting from the
interactions, i.e., it does not matter if the user says “Go left”
or presses the left arrow key in a keyboard. The application
receives ‘LEFT’ for both. In this context, in a multilingual
scenario, the application core stays the same and the support
for new languages is added to the speech modality, which
makes it easier to improve, in parallel with application
development, or at a later stage, profiting from more
advanced processing methods. The decoupled nature of this
generic speech modality also enables its use in any
application adopting the multimodal architecture.
III.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system’s main objective is to be able to
automatically generate a derived grammar in other target
languages. That is achieved by preserving as much of the
main grammar structure as possible, generating coherent
phrases in the target language, and having in consideration
the process of word reordering.
.

The system is dual in functionality. It supports both
development and use in real interaction contexts.
In the development stage, developers use the system to
make semantic grammars available and to produce the
translated versions of such grammars. At this stage the
service can also be used remotely to check and make
corrections to the grammars. This can be done by native
speakers or, if available, language specialists.
In interaction contexts, the system is in charge of the
SLU, making use of the grammars sent to the service at
development stage. It receives the output of speech
recognition and returns the semantic information extracted.
The service also returns, on request, to the speech modality,
the necessary information on words and sentences needed to
configure the speech recognition engine.
A. Architectural Definitions
The architecture, in Fig. 1, is composed of four main
components: the speech modality, the core service, the
access APIs, and the external resources (both parser and
translator services). Further details about each component are
provided in what follows.
1)

Speech Modality

The speech modality is aligned with modalities in the
multimodal architecture. It is a generic modality [6] able to
provide speech interaction to applications that adopt the
Multimodal Framework [23].
The modality allows the recognition of speech in a
specified language, which can be changed at any time1.
When it starts or the language is changed, the modality

Figure 1. Overall architecture of the presented grammar generation service. The speech modality communicates with the core service,
through specific APIs and external services are used for translation and parsing.

1

It is mandatory that the speech engine and the support for the selected
language are installed.
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requests the service for the corresponding grammar,
identified by an id and the desired language. The service
answers with a GRXML grammar, which is directly loaded
to a speech recognizer (ASR) engine and then waits for the
user speech input. Grammars can be updated by a dynamic
rule, which is the task addressed by the service described in
the paper.
Each time the user speaks and a sentence is recognized
by the speech engine, if the parameter of confidence of the
recognition is bigger than a configured threshold, the
modality requests the service to process that sentence in the
SLU interpreter. The SLU extracts the semantic information
of the sentence and sends it back to the modality, which
relays its contents to the application through the interaction
manager. Although grammars in the modality are in
GRXML format, the translation service requires Phoenix
grammars [24][25].
The Phoenix grammar is divided into frames containing
slots and all slots start with a name and end with a semicolon. The name of the slots is between square brackets.
Inside slots any item string is between parentheses. Items can
be of three types, the actual words to be recognized, other
slots names, and variables. The information between
parenthesis define the patterns for filler strings that can be
accepted and are converted by Phoenix into recursive
transition networks (RTNs) and are equivalent to context free
grammars [19]. These patterns can also be seen as rules.
The difference between slots and variables are that
variables are defined inside a slot and can only be used
inside that slot. Finally, asterisks define an optional word.
Fig. 2 is an example of the construction of a phoenix
grammar.

2) Main Service
The main service is responsible for the manipulation of the
grammar. It allows: a) uploading files and input to be
analyzed, and retrieving parsing results; b) getting all
sentences generated by the specified grammars and ondemand translation of grammars; c) submitting corrections to
derived grammars; and d) retrieving a list of all available
grammars.
Overall, the service supports three usage scenarios. The
simplest, illustrated in Fig. 3, consists in the submission of a
grammar and the selection of an intended language, which
results in the subsequent generation of a different GRXML
grammar, supported by speech modality.

Figure 3. Simple use of the service to get list of sentences for ASR in a
target language.

Fig. 4 shows a case where, assuming previous
configurations and a working ASR, the service is used to
extract semantic tags of a given text and return them to the
caller. This way of using the service implements the
multilingual SLU processing.

Figure 2. Example of a Phoenix grammar, From:
From:http://wiki.speech.cs.cmu.edu/olympus/index.php/Phoenix_Grammar
Reference

The construction of the grammar will be presented in
Section IV, Subsection B – 2).

Figure 4. Service used as multilingual SLU.
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Given the limitations of automatic translations, the
service also supports manual revision and subsequent update
of grammars (Fig. 5). This use is particularly suited when
developing an application – such as AALFred – allowing the
creation of an initial semantic grammar in English and using
the service to provide translated grammars in other
languages, enabling each involved partner in the project to
revise and correct the automatically generated grammars.
Each revised version becomes part of the service, after
upload, and is used as described in the previous use cases.

Figure 5. Service used to manual revision and update of grammars.

After the translation is accomplished, a Rebuilder
Module recreates new grammars according to the translated
languages. Afterwards, these new grammars are stored
within the Stored Grammars module for further usage.
3) Access APIs
All operations are made through the access APIs,
ensuring a consistent and complete operation control.
To enable the insertion of new grammars, a specific
interface is required for the developer. This interface can be
seen as a frontend, which allows the developer to submit a
grammar and check the results of grammar translation, both
in terms of generated grammar and of generated sentences.
In our current implementation, it supports editing a grammar
and its resubmission. This method enables faster feedback
cycles of grammar enhancement.
For the speech modality, a user API is provided, allowing
sequences of words from the speech recognizer to be
processed in order to obtain semantic tags (i.e., to perform
SLU in speech recognizer output).
4) Parser and translator services
The service is connected to two external services. The
first one provides parsing of the word sequences resulting
from the speech recognition process; the second provides
translation of sentences.
IV. SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION
To test our architecture and associated ideas, a service
has been created and used. Phoenix [24] was chosen as both
the parser and grammar specification format. The advantages
of this choice are explained by Phoenix’s robustness to errors

in recognition and parsing abilities. For translation, the
choice fell on Bing due to its ability of providing reordering
information. Later on, a more detailed explanation will be
given on this.
The following sections provide information on the
implementation and features of key components within the
prototype.
A. Parser service
The objective of the parser is to extract the semantic tags,
as defined in the semantic grammar, from the list of words
received from the ASR, and return the text plus the semantic
tags to be processed by the Interaction Manager and
ultimately used by the application.
Internally, the analysis is done by Phoenix. Phoenix uses
an automatic translated semantic grammar that allows tags
existing on the original grammar to be preserved on the
target language grammar.
In order to have an integrated support for the multiple
languages of the project – or even other languages – the SLU
parser is coupled with the management and process of
automatic derivation of grammars by automatic translation.
B. Translation of Semantic Grammars
The goal is to translate to a target language all the
terminal words while preserving the semantic tags.
Translation must also produce a complete list of sentences
defined by the grammar.
The process adopted and implemented is composed of
three steps: 1) full expansion of the grammar; 2) translation;
and 3) grammar rebuild.
1) Grammar Expansion
In order to be able to manipulate the Phoenix Grammar,
one of two approaches had to be followed: either change the
Phoenix Parser or have a separate parser to parse the Phoenix
grammar structures onto a separate data structure, on which
we would then apply our modifications. We decided to
implement a separate parser so as not to change the Phoenix
code, allowing us to use C# for our work and rely on the
Phoenix Parser only for its already defined and well-tested
function: parsing the input text based on a defined grammar.
In order to properly translate the grammar to take in
consideration word reordering, we need to submit the full
sentence to the translator. While a word-by-word translation
would yield a non-natural result, submitting the whole
sentence allows us to retrieve a translated sentence that
sounds natural and takes in consideration language specific
connectors and variances which may not exist on the original
language.
To enable this sentence based translation we need to
obtain all the sentences represented by the Phoenix grammar.
This is done by a complete expansion of the grammar,
replacing all the non-terminals by all the possibilities.
Without entering into code details, not the aim of this
paper, the expansion is made by using a recursive method
that makes use of three data structures: a list with all the
rules that constitute the grammar, named remainingList; an
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inProgress stack; and a doneSoFar queue. At the start, the
grammar is parsed, the list of all rules created and the
recursive expansion method invoked with this list as
remainingList and an empty doneSoFar queue. The
recursion starts by identifying the MAIN rule of the grammar
and processing it.
Processing of a rule consists essential of: (1) adding, to
the remainingList, the lines including non-terminals; (2)
calling again the method to process the next terminal or nonterminal in the rule in processing; (3) if a terminal symbol is
detected it is added to the doneSoFar queue; (4) if the
symbol to be processed is a non-terminal, possible
replacement values are added to the rule in processing and a
recursive call is made.
During the expansion of all the rules, the history of the
rules visited along the expansion is kept, and used in the
grammar rebuilding process (step 3, explained ahead).
2) Translation
The translation process consists in submitting the result
of the expansion and receiving the resulting translated
sentences and the information regarding the pairing of words
in the translation with the correspondent words in the source.
In our prototype, we selected Bing Translator as the
translator service. The usage of the Bing Translator is an
advantage to us since it provides the realignment info [26]
necessary to get word reordering support during the grammar
rebuild process. That realignment info both eases the
matching of translation with source words and is what allows
us to support word reordering when reconstructing grammar
rules. In addition, Bing Translator also allows us to obtain
multiple translations per request, which enables the
expansion of an existing grammar to support several similar
sentences, with no need of additional input by the developer.
We can thus increase the coverage of our grammar in an
automatic and effortless way.
The translation of a sentence obtained in the grammar
expansion process is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Example of the translation process of a sentence obtained by
grammar expansion. In this case, the original sentence (Source Text) is in
English and was translated using Bing to Portuguese (Translated Text).
Additionally to the translated sentence is provided information on the
alignment, which, for easier interpretation, is represented graphically at the
bottom of the figure.

3) Grammar Rebuild
When the grammar is parsed (in order to expand it
afterwards), a different object is created for each instance of
any rule. As such, for each Terminal word present in the
statement resulting from the expansion of the grammar, we
can determine exactly which rule gave origin to the path that
lead to it after the sentence is submitted for translation. Since
we have reordering info available, we know which rules
generated the text resulting from the translator.
The developed algorithm uses the saved Grammar
Expansion history and the translated sentences of the
Translation Process. It consists in analyzing the ancestors’
history information to remake the grammar. This is done by
merging Non-Terminals of the same level throughout the
grammar in a top-bottom approach. Figs. 7 and 8 show an
example. Fig. 7 presents, in 2 columns, the input grammar in
English and the resulting Portuguese grammar. At the bottom
of this figure are presented examples of the sentences
resulting from grammar expansion (at left) and the sentences
obtained by translation. How the translation results are used
to create the translated grammar is illustrated in Fig. 8. After
obtaining the representation shown in the figure, duplicates
are eliminated automatically, thus obtaining the grammar
according to the translation given.
[Main]
[Main]
([AGENDA])
([AGENDA])
;
;
[AGENDA]
[AGENDA]
(*view
(*ver *calendário
[WEEKDAYS]
[WEEKDAYS])
*schedule)
;
;
[WEEKDAYS]
[WEEKDAYS]
([TUESDAY])
([MONDAY])
([MONDAY])
([TUESDAY])
;
;
[MONDAY]
[MONDAY]
(segunda-feira)
(monday)
;
;
[TUESDAY]
[TUESDAY]
(terça-feira)
(tuesday)
;
;
monday
segunda-feira
tuesday
terça-feira
monday schedule
calendário segundatuesday schedule
feira
view monday
calendário terçaview tuesday
feira
view monday
ver segunda-feira
schedule
ver terça-feira
view tuesday
ver calendário
Schedule
segunda-feira
ver calendário
terça-feira
Figure 7. Example illustrating part of the grammar translation process,
showing the input grammar in English, at left, and the resulting Portuguese
grammar. At the bottom of the figure are presented examples of the
sentences resulting from grammar expansion (at left) and the sentences
obtained by translation.
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[Main]
[AGENDA]
Ver

[Main]
[AGENDA]
Calendário

[Main]
[AGENDA]
[WEEKDAYS]
[MONDAY]
segunda-feira

Figure 8. Illustration of the process of grammar reconstruction for a
sentence of the example presented in previous figure.

C. Dynamic Rules
In some cases, we might also need to have dynamic
content in the grammars. For example, if we want to be able
to select contacts by their names, we must allow a way to
inform the system of the name of a new contact.
These dynamic rules must be created as all the other
rules, but the developer does not provide the complete
information for these rules. Also, they are not translated.
These rules remain empty until the application needs to
recognize dynamic content. When this happens, the
application requests the service to update the current
grammar. To do it, the application sends the identification of
the grammar, the rule and the list of sentences to be inserted
in that rule. After that, the service processes the new
grammar and provides an updated version of the GRXML
grammar for the Speech Recognition.
Fig. 9 illustrates the messages between application and
service.
D. Manual Revision of the Translated Grammars
As automatic translation is not always accurate, the
possibility of manually editing the automatic translation
results was made possible by creating a website for revision
to the grammars (Fig 10 shows a screenshot of the website).
The process of revision is very simple. The translator can
access a grammar and then choose the language to review. In

the review page, there is the possibility to generate all the
possible sentences and analyze the correctness of the
sentences. Having identified errors in sentences, it is easy to
find and correct the grammar. To simplify the process,
translated grammar and original appear side by side. In
addition to correct sentences, the human editor can also
delete or add new possible sentences since they do not delete
or change the rule names. At the end, before storing the
changes, the grammar is validated to confirm that there are
no syntax errors.

Figure 9. The messages between application and service when using the
process of dynamic update of a grammar rule. First, the application sends a
list of sentences or words to be added to a specified rule; after this, the
service recreates the Grammar for the speech recognizer and sends it to the
application.

Figure 10. Screenshot of the user interface used to review grammars and including: (A) contents of the grammar being revised; (B) contents of the
reference (English) grammar; and (C) a thorough list of all possible phrases generated based on the grammar in (A) for verification purposes.
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V. RESULTS
Currently, the developed service module supports the
translation of text from English to French, Hungarian, Polish,
and Portuguese. Furthermore, it supports translations from
French, Hungarian, Polish, and Portuguese to English.
We start this section by presenting some illustrative
examples of the service usage. Further on, we present
information regarding real results of the adoption of this
service for the multimodal multilingual Personal Assistant
AALFred.
A. Representative Examples of Use
Illustrating service usage, three examples are presented
for: (1) grammar translation; (2) grammar manual revision;
and (3) dynamic definition of part of a grammar.
1) Example of grammar translation
After the submission of a new grammar to the service, it
will be parsed and stored in memory after which all phrases
will be generated. As an example, the grammar in Fig. 11 is
converted to the Hungarian translation presented in Fig. 14.
As can be seen following the steps, the grammar in
English is used to generate all sentences (Fig. 12), which are
then translated. The translation (Fig. 13) is then used, in
conjunction with word generation history, to rebuild the
grammar in Hungarian, with flexibility to deal with word
reordering (in bold) and to synonyms/alternatives
(underlined).
[Main]
([ACTION])
;
[ACTION]
([GENERICENTITY])
;
[GENERICENTITY]
([NAVIGATION])
;
[NAVIGATION]
(go [DIRECTION])
(scroll [DIRECTION])
;
[DIRECTION]
([DOWN])
([LEFT])
([RIGHT])
([UP])
;
[DOWN]
(down)
;
[LEFT]
(left)
;
[RIGHT]
(right)
;
[UP]
(up)
;
Figure 11. Example of original grammar (in English) sent to the service by
the developers of the News module of AALFred.

go down
go left
go right
go up
scroll down
scroll left
scroll right
scroll up
Figure 12. Result from the expansion of the original grammar (in English).
menjen balra
menjen felfelé
menjen le
menjen lefelé
menjen jobbra
balra görgetéshez
felfelé görgetéshez
le görgetéshez
lefelé görgetéshez
jobbra görgetéshez
görgetés balra
görgetés felfelé
görgetés le
görgetés lefelé
görgetés jobbra
menj balra
menj felfelé
menj le
menj lefelé
menj jobbra
lapozzunk balra
lapozzunk felfelé
lapozzunk le
….
Figure 13. Results from translation of the sentences in Fig.12 to Hungarian.
[Main]
([ACTION])
;
[ACTION]
([GENERICENTITY])
;
[GENERICENTITY]
([NAVIGATION])
;
[NAVIGATION]
(menjen [DIRECTION])
([DIRECTION] görgetéshez)
(görgetés [DIRECTION])
(menj [DIRECTION])
(lapozzunk [DIRECTION])
(felmegy)
;
[DIRECTION]
([LEFT])
([UP])
([DOWN])
([RIGHT])
;
[LEFT]
(balra)
;
[UP]
(felfelé)
;
[DOWN]
(le)
(lefelé)
;
[RIGHT]
(jobbra)
;
Figure 14. The resulting Hungarian grammar.
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2) An example of grammar manual fine tuning
The system autonomously generates a grammar ready to
be used on any language. However, it is possible to fine-tune
the grammar to achieve a higher degree of correctness. This
can be done by the developer or by a third party. The web
based grammar editor allows previewing the sentences that
the edited grammar describes and resubmission of the
grammar. Each partner revised the translation of is language.
In Fig. 15, the automatic translation and the human revised
version of the previous example are shown for French.
[NAVIGATION]
(défilement [DIRECTION])
(aller [DIRECTION])
(faites défiler [DIRECTION])
(défilez [DIRECTION])
(allez [DIRECTION])
;
[NAVIGATION]
(défilement [DIRECTION])
(aller à [DIRECTION])
(faites défiler à [DIRECTION])
(défilez à [DIRECTION])
(allez à [DIRECTION])
([DIRECTION])
(défilement à [DIRECTION])
(défiler à [DIRECTION])
(va à [DIRECTION])
(vers la [DIRECTION])
;
Figure 15. Example of an automatic translated rule (at top) and its revised
version (at bottom)

3) Example of dynamic definition of part of a grammar
In AALFred each user has different contacts and there is
the need to recognize the name of the contacts. For that, the
“NAMES” rule is updated in runtime. Fig. 16 presents the
initial grammar (with only a placeholder) and the updated
grammar with the names of contacts sent by AALFred (in
this case the authors of this article).
[NAMES]
(zxzxzxzx)
;

[NAMES]
(António Teixeira)
(Pedro Francisco)
(Nuno Almeida)
(Carlos Pereira)
(Samuel Silva)
;

Figure 16. Dynamic rule content; (left) initial grammar fragment; (right)
updated grammar with names

B. Real Application Example - Supporting AALFred
The service presented was evaluated and continuously
evolved in the development and field trials of a real
application, the already mentioned Personal Assistant of
Paelife project. With the proposed methods we aimed to
provide developers with the tools needed to deploy

applications supporting speech interaction in multiple
languages. In this context, the achievements of project
Paelife, involving a multinational consortium and supporting
speech interaction in five different languages is, in our
opinion, the most illustrative and significant result that can
be reported.
1) AALFred modules
The development of AALFred has involved several
partners, from different countries and languages, and each
partner developed one or more modules. Each module
provides users with a number of features enabling access to
different content, from social messages, agenda, contacts,
places of interest, news, and weather. Each partner created a
fragment of a grammar to support the module. Table I shows
examples of commands for each module.
TABLE I. MODULES INTEGRATING AALFRED AND EXAMPLES OF
COMMANDS ACCEPTED FOR EACH ONE.

AALFred
Module
Messages

Agenda
Contacts
Places
of Interest
News
Weather

Examples of commands integrating the
grammar for the module [English
version]
Open first message
Delete selected message
Replay to this message
Send new email
Open Monday
Add new appointment
Delete selected appointment
Change photo
Edit this contact
Call him
Find bus station
Zoom in
Find services near me
Category sports
Open second item
Read content
Five days forecast
Show map
Choose location

2) Grammar
In order to organize the grammar and have a structured
analysis of the semantic output, we defined a format and
structure which any developer needed to follow. By doing
this, setting rule names and how the semantic output will be
gets clearer. This structure also provides a unification of the
semantic output from the various modules, making it easier
for the application developer. The convention adopted is
based on the Speech Acts [27][28].
For unification purposes, Main must be the first rule. It
will consist of several rules that derive directly from Speech
Acts, namely:
 ACTION – to specify all the actions in the grammar.
Inside this rule must be specified all the other rules that
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represent entities that can be affected by an action, like
Contacts or Messages for example.
An action obligates the listener (in our case AALFred)
to either perform the requested action or communicate a
refusal or inability to perform the action.
INFORM – used to communicate information to the
listener. For example to specify the value of a setting in
the app.
HELP – exclusively reserved for the helping system
that is being developed for AALFred. It will provide tips
to the user based on his expertise on the app.

In most of the cases, an action will be referring to a
specific entity. For example, delete can refer to a contact or a
message. But, there are also some actions, like “OK” or
“CANCEL”, which do not refer to any entity in specific. Yet
we have to associate them to an entity and that is where
GENERICENTITY comes in. Despite its usefulness, we
tend to avoid the use of GENERICENTITY as the
implementation in the application is harder since it obligates
to be aware of the context.
As mentioned, ACTION needs the specification of an
entity. Examples of entities in AALFred context are:
Contacts, News, and Pharmacies. Each entity has a number
of attributes.
To provide the application developers with a simple and
unified semantic output we adopted the following
organization – with direct implication on the output obtained
from the semantic parser - was adopted:
Main
 Acts (Action | Inform | Help)
 Entity
 Parameters
Example of usage of the proposed convention: Considering
the excerpt of grammar presented in Fig. 17, related to a
news module. It allows the selection of the categories of the
news. In this case, if the user says “category sports”, the
output of the semantic analysis is:
Main  ACTION  NEWS  CATEGORY  SPORTS

;
[CATEGORY]
(category [CULTURE])
(category [SPORTS])
…
;
[CULTURE ]
(culture)
;
[SPORTS]
(sports)
;
Figure 17. Excerpt grammar of the news module.

This convention is not mandatory for the use of the
translation service as it works with any correct grammar, but
revealed essential for the development of AALFred.
3) AALFred semantic grammars
Following the conventions presented in the previous
section, the different teams of developers created the
grammars for the spoken interaction of their modules. After,
all the fragments were added together, resulting in a large
grammar with a total of more than 250 rules, which were
automatically translated for each language.
4) On the translated grammars
As native speakers of each of the languages to which
grammars were translated made a manual revision, some
insight on the quality and usefulness of the translation
process can be obtained by comparing the automatically
obtained grammars with the revised versions.
Fig. 18 shows the number of lines for the grammar in
each language before and after the manual revision. The
graphic shows that automatic translation inserts more
sentences, with the same meaning, to the original (all
languages have more lines that English). Portuguese and
French revisers added more sentences in addition to those
already in automatic translation and Polish and Hungarian
have deleted some.

Meaning that an Action must be performed and that the
entity is the News and the parameter is “Sports”. Also, every
action related to the news modules (an Entity) starts with
Main-ACTION-NEWS.
[Main]
([ACTION])
([INFORM])
([HELP])
;
[ACTION]
([GENERICENTITY])
([NEWS])
…
;
[NEWS]
([CATEGORY])
…

Figure 18. Number of lines for the grammar in each language before and
after the manual revision.
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In order to investigate in more detail, as human reviewers
had the freedom to add and delete in any position, an
automatic alignment process was applied to the pair of
automatic translated and revised grammars, based on the
number of changed characters and using the Levenshtein
distance. A threshold of 20% of changes was adopted to
decide between 3 classes: edited, deleted, and added. Also a
2 columns HTML output of the process results was created
to allow manual inspection of the results. This HTML was
used to define the mentioned threshold.
The result of this analysis is presented in Fig. 19. The
graphic shows the number of new lines, number of lines that
remained unaltered, number of lines that had some minor
edition and number of lines that were removed.

Figure 19. Information on the relation between the grammars obtained
by automatic translation and their revised versions.

French was the language where more lines were accepted
by the human reviewer. Also, while for French and
Portuguese more than 500 lines were added, for Hungarian
and Polish there were more deleted lines than new lines. This
results combined suggest two different groups of system use.
For one group the base grammar obtained by translation was
used as a basis for extension; for the other to create a more
correct one.
As the reviewers also reported that the revision process
took a reasonable amount of time, all added, the results from
the creation and translation process for AALFred were
positive. Also, the PaeLife consortium decided for the usage
of the grammars obtained and of the service to support SLU
in the field trials in France, Hungary, and Poland. In the
scope of another project, the Portuguese national project
AAL4ALL [29], the Portuguese version of AALFred was
also subject to field trials using the service described in this
paper. The results of these evaluations will be the subject of
forthcoming publications, some in preparation.
VI. DISCUSSION
The results of the translation and manual revision of
AALFred’s grammars show differences regarding the target
language used for translation. In a group of languages,
human reviewers mostly added new patterns and made some
corrections, enriching the grammar. For other languages,
revision consisted mainly in removing incorrect patterns.

While these results could at first point to a very weak
usefulness of the service, the feedback from developers and
project partners point in a very different direction. In fact, for
the application envisioned for the service, the many additions
made were potentiated by the fact that an initial grammar
already exists and reviewers could look for missing cases.
Also some of the additions are enrichments to the original
English grammar, adding patterns not initially included by
the developers.
The fact that deletion of incorrect patterns was higher for
languages such as Hungarian or Polish can eventually be
related to a higher degree of complexity of the translation
from English to those languages and/or lower performance
of the translator.
For both groups of languages, the initial grammar
produced by translation revealed itself as very useful.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Supporting multiple languages in spoken language
interaction with machines is a complex task. In this paper is
proposed the use of automatic translation applied to the
generation of grammars for a set of target languages having
as a basis a semantic grammar in English created by the
application developers. Also, in the context of a generic
service-based speech modality, proposed by the authors, a
service is presented which aims to provide support for easy
deployment of applications supporting several languages.
The main highlight of the proposed service is the possibility
to generate grammars for the speech recognition and SLU
modules in different languages by automatic translation of an
existing grammar (in English). A first prototype has been
implemented, tested, and adopted in a Personal Assistant,
AALFred.
Several examples of the service capabilities are
presented. These examples are complemented with
information regarding how the service is being used to
support both development and real usage of AALFred.
Future developments should explore the use of multiple
translation services, increasing the probability of having, in
the set of translated sentences, the correct ones. Also, the
service has potential to be used in new applications using this
or other sets of languages.
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Abstract—Today’s data centers need a huge amount of energy for
their operation. Private cloud infrastructures using virtualization
technologies are the prevailing paradigm in modern data centers
and their energy consumption and the corresponding ongoing
operational costs are not negligible. Solutions that raise the
energy efficiency allow reductions in these operational costs and
optimizations of the utilization of the data center infrastructure.
Also, renewable energy sources can help to provide the needed
energy, but usually these sources are fluctuating. Therefore, the
energy is not always available when needed and also not always
produced near the point of use. Further, the storage of energy is
not available in industrial scale. The following article examines
the possibility to shift the energy consumption of virtual machines
and presents a lightweight prototype that can be integrated in
private cloud environments using standard OpenStack components and application programming interfaces. It optimizes the
energy efficiency by observing the current utilization parameters
of compute resources and by taking appropriate actions based on
this data. Furthermore, we evaluated mechanisms to control the
energy efficiency of network resources. This optimization will be
carried out by an automated instance, possessing a comprehensive
view on the data center assets, which relocates virtual machines
and optimizes the network structure. The article is completed
with an evaluation to measure power consumption of data center
assets during virtual machine live-migration operations and also
illustrates further areas of research.
Keywords–Private Cloud; Energy Efficiency; Renewable Energy; Computer Networks; Power Management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Private or enterprise cloud solutions are currently gaining
more and more momentum, mainly driven by the success
of cloud-based services [1] and virtualization, but also by
the ongoing eavesdropping scandals that hinder the use of
public cloud providers for sensitive information. One of the
major benefits of cloud-based services is formed by their
scalability. This scalability is supported by the ”elasticity” [2]
of the underlying infrastructure that allows providers to support
large-scale applications and services [3] for a vast number of
mobile devices (e.g., smart phones, tablets) and users from
all over the world. However, the improvement in scalability
is achieved at the cost of larger data centers and growing
energy consumption. Energy is not only needed to supply the
IT infrastructure itself with electricity, but also for appropriate
cooling. Hence, energy costs are one of the major challenges
for current data centers.
Since cloud services are based on distributed systems,
besides compute and storage, another essential resource is the
network, enabling fast and decentralized access to the services
over the Internet and especially the Web. This is also described

as ”broad network access” in [2]. To provide cloud and webbased services, efficient IT virtualization techniques and computer networks are necessary. These technologies in turn have
an impact on the energy consumption and cost. Hence, adaptive
power management based on the current requirements, i.e.,
the load on the applications and services, helps to increase
the energy efficiency by turning components on and off or
reducing their performance (e.g., throttling, energy saving
functions). Such adaptive power management functions can
also balance or consolidate the power consumption in private
cloud environments. As cloud services are provided on an ”ondemand” basis according to [2], an adaptive management based
on the current load of the resources is supported by this major
cloud paradigm.
In [1], we presented a solution to enhance the energy
efficiency in OpenStack-based private cloud environments.
This article elaborates on the implementation and concepts
outlined in [1] and introduces a combination with renewable
energy. A special focus is put on the efficient placement of
virtual machines (VM) and the reduction of power required
by network connections and components. Adaptive placement
of VMs also permits a reduction of compute and storage power
consumption by consolidating them on specific hosts, addressing the ”resource pooling” requirement for cloud computing
environments given in [2]. However, migration costs need
to be considered. Hence, this article includes an evaluation
of the power consumption of compute, storage and network
components during VM migrations. A prototype that was
implemented to monitor the energy efficiency (e.g., compute,
storage and network utilization as well as temperature and
thermal efficiency of the cooling) in cloud environments was
presented in [1]. It includes throttling, enabling or disabling
resources based on the current demand and given constraints
(e.g., required fault tolerance, redundancy, quality of service
parameters and network connectivity). The prototype uses
standard cloud APIs (application programming interfaces) (i.e.,
OpenStack, Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI)). Therefore, it can easily be integrated in existing cloud infrastructures
using standard OpenStack components.
The paper is laid out as follows. Section II gives an
overview on private clouds based on OpenStack and describes
the requirements for energy efficiency in such private cloud environments. Also, examples for existing techniques to enhance
the energy efficiency in computer networks and references
to related research projects are given. A major aspect of
the research project behind this paper focuses on the use of
renewable energy and to enhance the energy efficiency of
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distributed data centers. Therefore, Section III evaluates renewable energy fluctuation in Germany and defines requirements
to leverage renewable energy sources for the energy-efficient
use of resources in distributed data centers. Requirements for
the implementation of our prototype, to enhance the energy
efficiency by combining the state of the art techniques and
extending them, are defined in Section IV. The implementation
of our prototype and mechanisms to optimize the energy
efficiency in private clouds are presented in Section V. Section
VI describes an experimental testbed that was used for the
evaluation of our concept and the implemented prototype,
being presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII draws a
conclusion, evaluates our research findings and outlines future
work that will be pursued in the research project.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
The following sections give an overview on the deployment
of private clouds using OpenStack and examine the requirements for the energy efficiency of such environments. A special
focus is drawn on the potential of energy-efficient computer
networks. Additionally, related research projects are discussed.
A. OpenStack-based Private Clouds
The term cloud is an ambiguous concept and has been
interpreted in many ways by vendors and customers of cloud
services. One of the most sophisticated definitions is documented in NIST SP 800-145, expressing cloud computing
as ”a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (i.e., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction”
[2]. NIST identifies five essential characteristics, three service
models, and four deployment models. Our work focuses on
private cloud deployments with OpenStack, which is a software project that provides an open source implementation of
technologies for building and operating public and private
cloud environments using the ”Infrastructure as a Service”
(IaaS) service model. In OpenStack, this infrastructure is built
by offering networking resources (named Neutron), compute
resources (Nova), and storage resources, i.e., object storage
(Swift) and block storage (Cinder). Additionally, OpenStack
offers many more services for management and orchestration,
such as Horizon and Heat, its identity service Keystone, and
a telemetry service called Ceilometer.
The IaaS service model in OpenStack is implemented by
providing VMs, which can run as Nova instances on the
compute nodes of an OpenStack environment. The placement
of VMs, being one of the main objectives of our work, can be
on a specific Nova node or may depend on various parameters
of the environment. Also, the migration of a running VM from
one compute node to another, as well as the starting or stopping
of VMs depending on the current load is possible during the
lifecycle of a service. This flexibility provides some interesting
aspects in terms of resilience (i.e., by seamlessly moving VMs
from one data center to another) but also in terms of energy
efficiency as we will demonstrate in detail later in this paper.
B. Energy Efficiency in Private Clouds
In today’s rapidly-growing IT infrastructures, energy efficiency is no longer a secondary requirement, but has rather

become one of the main objectives when planning and operating new data centers. One reason for this development
is the common sensitization for an ecologically sustainable
use of global resources. Furthermore, large-scale data centers
consume enormous amounts of electrical power not only for
running the IT systems, but also for cooling them. A measure
for the ratio between the energy used by the computing
equipment and the overall energy consumption of a data center
is the power usage effectiveness (PUE), which takes into
account, i.e., the energy needed for cooling and losses by
(uninterruptible) power supplies [4]. At the same time, PUE
has an impact on the operational overhead cost of a data center,
hence its minimization is of great interest for today’s data
center operators, which have to act economical while facing
increasing energy costs [5].
It can be said that cloud computing by definition leads
to energy efficiency through its operational concepts, which
include a better utilization of physical resources, dynamic scaling based on the current load, and location-independent and
efficient resource management. However, to take advantage
of these concepts, the whole cloud infrastructure needs to
be carefully adapted to the operators’ individual needs. For
instance, resource pooling allows a cloud operator to consolidate multiple VMs providing various services on only a few
physical hosts, hence increasing the efficiency of these hosts.
At the same time, rapid elasticity and on-demand self-service
concepts require the immediate and automatic availability of
compute power if needed, therefore instant availability of
additional resources is required [2].
The energy consumption of a VM running in OpenStack
depends mainly on the energy requirements of its physical IaaS
components, including compute (i.e., CPU (central processing
unit), RAM (random-access memory)), storage (i.e., SAN
(storage area network), NAS (network-attached storage), HDD
(hard disk drive)), and networking components (i.e., routers,
switches), but also on the distance between the components
involved (e.g., the distance of the storage from the compute
node). Consequently, the real power consumption ratio of
a cloud service depends on the number of active compute,
storage, and networking components needed to provide it. As
VMs can be migrated from one physical host to another, it is
possible to take advantage of fluctuating electricity prices or
to adapt the load factor of a data center to climatic changes.
This could be done not only by consolidating VMs in one data
center, but also by sending the VMs to another geographical
location, where operational costs are lower.
In OpenStack, the placement of VMs on a specific cloud
computing fabric controller (Nova) is determined mainly by
nova-scheduler [6]. While several techniques are offered for
optimal VM placement, by default the so called Filter Scheduler is used. It supports the placement of a VM based on
a physical location, available compute resources (e.g., CPU,
RAM), or by its requirements for secondary resources, such
as the availability of specific storage or network capabilities.
Moreover, the Filter Scheduler addresses the operational requirements for resilience or consolidation of VMs by explicitly
allowing a placement on different hosts or by grouping them on
a single host. However, it does not take into account any energy
efficiency parameters, neither for initial placement nor for the
live-migration of VMs. Also, automatic migration of a VM
in favor of load balancing or energy efficiency enhancements
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is not supported by nova-scheduler. Nevertheless, with its
components for service orchestration (Heat) and telemetry
(Ceilometer), OpenStack provides interfaces to manage VM
migration that can be extended to evaluate energy consumption
or cooling requirements.
C. Energy-efficient Computer Networks
Another aspect to take into account when measuring the
energy consumption of a VM running in OpenStack is the
networking equipment. Since nearly every current service or
application is used over a network, the relevance of this
aspect is rather obvious. In private clouds, the relevance is
increased even further as cloud services are typically formed
by a combination of different interdependent services in a
data center. This can especially be observed in large cloud
providers, where intra data center network traffic is several
orders of magnitude higher than the traffic going out to the
Internet [7].
From a theoretical point of view a network consists of
multiple nodes, which are interconnected using links. Hence, a
network and its resulting topology can be defined as a number
of nodes and links. Looking at the power consumption, most
of the links, especially in local area networks are passive,
meaning that they do not consume individual power, but rather
serve as a medium that carries electromagnetic or optical
signals being generated at the nodes as a sender. Depending
on the link characteristics (e.g., attenuation), signals might
need to be refreshed, for example on long-distance links to
allow the receiver to interpret the signal correctly. Optical
and electromagnetic amplifiers can be applied to refresh the
signal. Therefore, especially long-distance links can include
amplifiers or special transceivers, e.g., directly attached to the
cable. An overview on the cumulative energy consumption
for the required amplifiers in long-distance optical networks
is presented in [8]. In the model for the power consumption of
a network, these transceivers and amplifiers can also be treated
as nodes. In terms of power consumption these nodes are
active components of the networks, as they individually draw
power to refresh, send, receive and interpret the signals and the
contained data. Nodes can interpret and modify the transfered
data on different layers of the OSI or TCP/IP reference model.
The complexity of the protocols being interpreted in a
network node, and the decapsulation necessary to get the corresponding protocol headers, are a major factor for the power
consumption at the network nodes besides the power that is
needed to send and receive the signals. Link characteristics
(e.g., bandwidth, attenuation, length) define the power that is
needed to send and receive the signals. All active components
and their corresponding power consumption can be considered
to enhance the energy efficiency of computer networks. Links
have only an indirect influence on the power consumption.
However, if links can be reduced, shortened or exchanged
against media that support a higher energy efficiency, the
power consumption of the network nodes can be lowered even
further, though this is not always possible since locations of
nodes and quality of links sometimes is implied by the physical
location or local circumstances.
According to [9], computer networks typically account
for 15–25% of the total energy consumption in data centers.
The increasing number of users and the complexity of cloud
services require a high bandwidth, which leads to increasing

link speeds and, therefore, raises the power consumption of
each switch port. This is also observed in [8], where the
slope of energy consumption per bit at network devices like
routers over the last years is lower than the slope of the
continually increasing peak access bit rate. Accordingly, the
total power consumption of networks is still increasing due to
the increasing access bit rate and number of users regardless
of improved networking equipment that consumes less watt
per transfered bit. An overview on energy-efficient data center
networks is given in [10]. Redundant links are required to
assure resilience of the network, again increasing the power
consumption. Because of the increased power consumption
for higher bit rates and the number of redundant links, some
researchers [11][12] already claim that the fraction of the
energy consumed by the network in a data center is likely
to rise to up to 50% in the near future. Concepts like Equal
Cost Multipathing (ECMP) or Multipath TCP are available to
utilize the equipment and redundant links up to the maximum
capacity of the networks.
As today’s networks are mostly not energy proportional
[11][13], higher utilization of the network and its equipment leads to an increased energy efficiency of the network.
However, variable bandwidth requirements (e.g., decreased
utilization during nighttime) makes it economically reasonable
to scale down the network as well [14]. For wired local
area networks (LAN), which we primarily focus on, there are
already some power management techniques being offered by
network equipment providers. First and foremost, the LAN
standard 802.3 was extended in 2012 to include 802.3az,
also called Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) [15]. Since this
extension is part of the regular 802.3-2012 standard, it is likely
that in the near future all Ethernet equipment will support
EEE. However, EEE was specifically designed for copperbased network links. With increasing bandwidth requirements,
most links especially in the aggregation or core layer use
optical links. While it is currently not possible to lower the
link speeds of fiber physical transceivers (PHY) to reduce
their energy consumption [16], the transceivers and hence
optical links can be powered off if currently not needed
[17]. Compared to copper PHYs, which support an idle state
leveraging EEE, fiber PHYs unfortunately do not support an
automatic wakeup, being related to the missing capability to
lower the link speed [18]. Therefore, the power management
of optical links currently needs an external power controller
or network management system.
While network equipment manufacturers who include EEE
in their products claim that 802.3az allows a reduction of the
energy consumed by a single copper port by up to 81% [19],
this benefit comes with the price of increased latency during
the low power idle (LPI) phase [20]. Regarding the fact that
currently data center network infrastructures are moving to 10
Gbit/s Ethernet and beyond, where power consumption per
port is usually over 5 Watts [19], the power savings for the
entire data center infrastructure are even higher. Furthermore,
there are other vendor-specific power management functions of
networking components (e.g., Cisco EnergyWise [5]) that are
not covered by EEE. Also, as mentioned above, network power
management techniques could be improved by temporarily
powering off unused optical links or network functions. Unfortunately, such techniques also have a negative impact on the
latency due to the power management and necessary wakeup
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cycles. Compared to power management functions of compute
and storage resources (e.g., Advanced Power Management
(APM), Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI))
that have constantly evolved over the last decades, power
management functions for network components are relatively
new and supposedly need to be improved due to energy
efficiency requirements in the near future [12].
Existing solutions for energy-efficient networks concentrate
on the reduction of the local power consumption on individual
network components and ports, but they are typically unaware
of the current global requirements in the entire network,
especially when multiple network equipment providers are
used. Therefore, their scope is rather limited and the energy
efficiency optimization is rather isolated. As networks are a
fundamental building block of private clouds and since ”broad
network access” is also an essential characteristic of cloud
services [2], a holistic approach to enhance energy efficiency
in private clouds should take all three cloud infrastructure
components (compute, storage and network resources) into
account.
Some research projects, notably Stanford’s ElasticTree [21]
have identified this problem, but did not integrate it with an
appropriate placement of VMs and especially did not discuss
the requirements of private clouds. Also, these solutions only
state that switching off network components and their functions
might be an option, but do not leverage or present corresponding network power management functions.
By using a network controller in private or enterprise
clouds that is aware of the entire network topology, such
network power management functions could be implemented
for example to disable currently unused links or to throttle link
rates during off-peak times while still maintaining fault tolerance requirements, e.g., in multipath network environments.
Additionally, such a controller could enable power saving
modes, standby or disable networking functions to lower the
power consumption of the nodes. Existing network power
management, as described above, could be combined with
this approach. Moreover, such a controller could also activate
and deactivate entire networking components based on the
current requirements to enhance the energy efficiency. Hence,
energy-efficient computer networks could reduce the power
consumption of the network nodes (and the number of active
links) to the minimum, especially in off-peak times while
still ensure fault-tolerance and high performance under load.
Possible solutions are presented in the forthcoming sections of
this paper.
D. Related Work
Energy-efficient placement of virtual machines in OpenStack private cloud environments is also discussed in [22][23]
[24]. However, these approaches do not consider an optimal
placement of VMs with respect to temperature, cooling and
network connectivity requirements. Furthermore, these publications focus more on the evaluation of different algorithmic
approaches for an optimal placement of VMs while keeping
the cost of migrations low, than on the integration, thereby
this paper will not go into detail on the evaluation of different
algorithms. Additionally, the extensions presented in these
papers cannot be used with the current Juno (nor the previous
Icehouse and Havana) Release of OpenStack.

A more generalized evaluation of an energy-efficient placement of VMs in cloud environments and relevant parameters
is given in [25] and [26]. However, these contributions do not
offer testbeds for OpenStack environments. A tool that allows
for distributing virtual machines considering the migration cost
is introduced in [27]. It includes a basic analysis of migration
cost and the impact of live-migration for an application. The
CÆSARA project [28] outlines an algorithm for the energyefficient placement of virtual machines. Basic concept is the estimation of a server’s energy consumption based on the running
virtual machines’ characteristics. Furthermore, a distributed
algorithm used for virtual machine placement in large cloud
environments is discussed in [29]. The idea here is that every
server knows the CPU load of the other physical servers. Each
server tries to comply with an upper and lower threshold for the
CPU load and initiates the migration of virtual machines when
these thresholds are violated. Also, bin packing algorithms
that form the basic concept of virtual machine placement on
physical servers are still subject of current scientific studies
and research [30][31][32].
Our research also highlighted the lack of studies examining
the relationship between energy consumption and communication distance. Instead, merely average estimations are determined in the form of energy consumption per download quantity. In [33], a holistic view on energy consumption of network
transactions including also the embedded energy resources
used to manufacture network devices is given. The focal point
of this publication are transmissions to end customers (e.g.,
including Digital Subscriber Line Multiplexers (DSLAMs) and
telephone lines). Excluding these costs, the energy demand
stated in this study is 149 Wh/GB for embedded energy
and 849 Wh/GB for the real transmission, so in sum 998
Wh/GB ≈ 0.1 kWh/GB. Similar values were determined in
[34] by measuring transmissions at an international conference
between Switzerland and Japan. In this publication, the authors
relied upon pessimistic assumptions, so a realistic value of
0.2 kWh/GB was postulated, thus, a higher value than in other
studies. Furthermore, a comprehensive study from the year
2009 by the German OFFIS institute [35] identified possible
savings by load management across multiple data centers and
forecasted an energy demand of 0.1 kWh/GB for the year 2014,
which corresponds with recent studies.
Concerning energy-efficient computer networks, especially
the ElasticTree project [21] presented interesting starting points
and related work for power management and throttling of
network components using OpenFlow. The ideas of ElasticTree were extended, e.g., in the ECODANE project [36] to
include traffic engineering. Also, theoretical energy-aware optimizations of data center networks were presented in [37][9].
Requirements and constraints for energy-efficient placement
of VMs regarding the network connectivity, were explored
in [38][39][40]. However, these solutions do not include existing power management techniques like the ones we described in the previous sections for networking resources (e.g.,
[9][19][20]). Furthermore, these approaches do not include
power management functions like ACPI and related solutions.
In our work, we combine the existing power management
mechanisms and the solutions that were discussed in the related
work given in this section, and present a lightweight extension
to leverage power management techniques in existing OpenStack enterprise clouds.
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III.

U SING RENEWABLE ENERGY TO REDUCE THE POWER
CONSUMPTION OF DISTRIBUTED DATA CENTERS

While data centers (DC) usually need a lot of energy for
their operation, environmental compatibility plays an increasingly important role. A number of key figures, like the already
mentioned power usage effectiveness (PUE), as well as the
data center infrastructure efficiency (DCIE) and carbon usage
effectiveness (CUE) [41] need to be considered, when planning
new or optimizing the efficiency of existing data centers. A
number of certification programs are available, to provide an
incentive for organizations to build efficient IT infrastructure.
As an example, ”Der Blaue Engel” (The Blue Angel) [42],
a well known quality seal for environmental compatibility assigned by the German federal environment agency has recently
enlarged its certification program for data centers. Criteria for
the award include appropriate PUE monitoring, application of
efficient hardware components, as well as meeting most of
the data centers electricity demand from renewable energies,
such as hydroelectric power, photovoltaics (PV), wind power,
biomass energy, or from combined heat and power generation
plants. In the future, it is conceivably that legal obligation will
force large data centers to meet some of the requirements of
such certification programs. As a result, an energy supply with
the help of the renewable energy sources would be eligible.
However, from the perspective of the energy suppliers one
problem occurs.
The energy output of renewable energy sources is fluctuating. That means the energy is not always available when
needed or vice versa. In addition, the energy is not always
produced near the point of use (e.g., offshore wind energy
[43]). First of all, this leads to the necessity to store the energy
in between [44] or shift the consumption in time [45]. Until
now, the storage of energy is just conditionally feasible, as it
is expensive and not available in industrial scales. In contrast,
the possibility to shift the energy consumption of data centers
with the help of an intelligent energy management is viable.
Regarding wind energy it is obvious that in the case of heavy
winds at the shore, the produced energy has to move via
overhead lines, which means that the power grid has to be
extended and rebuilt in future [46]. While in the classical
approach, the energy has to be moved from the power plant
to the location of the data center, the following solution is
focusing on the other way around. The services of the data
center as consumer will be moved to the place of energy
production. This is supported by the increasing interest in
server, storage and network virtualization like software-defined
networking, supporting current IT and cloud infrastructures.
Therefore, migrations should be as fast and cheap as possible
to benefit from the advantages of fluctuations in renewable
energy sources and related savings of operational costs of local
distributed data centers.
Figure 1 shows an overview of an intelligent energy
management in data centers with software-defined networks
and renewable energies. Due to the current demand of the
shown DC 2, not all available IT resources are actively used.
Inactive components and connections are marked with dashed
lines. If an energy surplus arises due to strong winds and
available onsite wind turbines, inactive components can be
immediately activated and virtual machines (virtual resources)
or applications can be transferred from DC 1 to DC 2.
Conversely, the virtual machine can be shifted from DC 2

Data Center 1

virtual
machine

Data Center 2
Da

active component/link
inactive component/link

Figure 1. Benefits of renewable energy and a proper energy management for
data centers.

to DC 1 if no wind energy is present but energy is supplied
by photovoltaic power plants. Current server virtualization and
infrastructure solutions enable this migration of IT resources in
the background. As DC 2 uses a different Internet connection,
the only noticeable difference to the users of the resettled
services might be a higher or in ideal case a lower latency
related to the new distance between user and service. The
DC 2 uses a different Internet connection. Related to the
new distance between user and service is just a higher or in
ideal case a lower latency noticeable while using the service.
Within Germany, these latency changes are generally below 50
milliseconds. Initially, a time series analysis of meteorological
data has been carried out over three years’ data to determine
the potential of shifting services from one DC to another.
The meteorological data used was derived from the years
2011 to 2013 at three different locations. The weather conditions in terms of renewable energy depend mainly on the latitude. Therefore, the locations Cuxhaven (northern Germany),
Frankfurt am Main (in the middle of Germany) and Munich (southern Germany) were picked. From these locations,
measured values were used with an interval of 15 minutes.
Overall, 105.120 individually measured values per time series
were evaluated. The most important short and medium term
sources for electrical power supply from renewable energies
are wind and solar energy (photovoltaic). For this reason,
the focus is put on three indicators for wind speed in m/s,
the irradiance in W/m2 and the ambient temperature in ◦ C.
Based on these indicators, it is possible to calculate the power
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TABLE I. Overview of the installed capacity of wind and photo-voltaic
power divided into northern, central and southern Germany [47][48].

TABLE II. Times when a displacement would be possible (data in hours and
the percentage of total time (26,280h)).

Separate

To

Cuxhaven

Frankfurt

Munich

Cuxhaven

-

581h (2.2%)

1,454h (5.5%)

Frankfurt

2,654h (10.1%)

-

1,093h (4.2%)

Munich

2,971h (11.3%)

771h (2.9%)

-

Region

Wind [MW]

Wind [%]

PV [MV]

PV [%]

From

Northern Germany

17,305

44.2%

6,289

16.4%

Central Germany

16,854

43.0%

13,550

35.4%

Southern Germany

5,005

12.8%

18,402

48.1%

Total
Region

Wind

PV

Northern Germany

73.3%

26.7%

Central Germany

55.4%

44.6%

Southern Germany

21.4%

78.6%

(power time series) for wind and photovoltaic energy, using
mathematical methods. Due to the existing north-south divide
of wind speed and irradiance, there is a certain distribution
of power plants. The wind speed has a strong increase from
south to north. The biggest values of wind speed are measured
on the German coast in the far north. Therefore, the biggest
percentages of wind turbines are located in the north and in the
plain regions of central Germany. The situation in photovoltaic
is exactly the opposite. In southern Germany, you will find
a larger irradiance and for this reason a bigger energy yield.
Thus, most photovoltaic power plants are based in southern
Germany. Table I shows an overview of the installed capacity
of wind power and photovoltaic power divided into northern,
central and southern Germany [47][48]. The calculated power
time series of the two energy sources were converted into
percentage values to make a conclusion out of current power
distribution of the three places. The determined distributions
of Table I were included.

power. In the upper chart it can be seen, that Cuxhaven has a
lot bigger outcome of renewable energy sources than at the two
other sides. At this time, the services of the DCs in southern
and central Germany should be shifted to the DCs in northern
Germany. In the lower part of the figure it is shown that, at
least during the day, more power in Frankfurt and Munich is
available. In that case a corresponding shift should occur.
In Table II, the evaluation of the whole time series over
three years is shown. In each case, two locations were compared to each other to calculate the sum of time in hours, to find
a situation where a displacement would be possible. Table II
shows the maximum possible hours and the percentage of total
time (26,280h) when a displacement would be possible (best
case scenario). This scenario always occurs if the difference
between the current powers at the two sides is greater than or
equal to 30%. A great potential becomes visible. The next step
is now to show if and when a displacement is possible and
reasonable. A Mathlab/Simulink simulation, which is under
construction, should provide information about the potential
of shifting DCs. These simulations will consider models of
complete DCs and use official weather data to include renewable energy sources in the evaluation.
IV.

E NERGY- EFFICIENT P LACEMENT AND N ETWORK
C ONNECTIVITY OF V IRTUAL M ACHINES

In the following sections, we describe various capabilities
of OpenStack regarding the placement of VMs and identify requirements for adding energy efficiency criteria to this process.
A special focus is laid on the energy efficiency of the network
connection between VMs in distributed private clouds.
Data Center 1

Enterprise
Wide Area Network

Compute Nodes

Data Center 2

Compute Nodes

Storage Nodes

Storage Nodes
grey components / links are inactive

Figure 3. Power management for energy-efficient compute, storage and
networking resources in private clouds.

Figure 2. Percentage power outcome of renewable energies on four days.

Figure 2 shows an example of the daily distribution of

Figure 3 shows an example of a private cloud IT infrastructure that is distributed over two data centers at different
sites. Each data center provides compute, storage and network
resources as described in Section II-A. Regarding the power
management, each of these components consumes energy
based on its utilization. Furthermore, as the components are
connected to each other over the network, by deactivating or
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throttling individual components or links, the energy consumption of the private cloud can be reduced, e.g., during off-peak
times. Also, redundant components or links can be deactivated
completely in favor of increased energy efficiency when active
fault tolerance is not needed, e.g., due to low utilization. The
deactivation or throttling is symbolized by the grayed out links
and components shown in Figure 3.
A. Energy-efficient Placement of Virtual Machines in OpenStack Environments
As described in Section II-A, OpenStack is not, by itself,
able to manage resources with respect to energy efficiency.
Therefore, we present concepts to support the decision-making
process about when and how resources like VMs can be
relocated to increase the energy efficiency with respect to
the required dependencies (i.e., storage, network). To decide
whether or not to move a VM from one host to another,
it is necessary to know various metrics about the system
that runs the hypervisor. Basically, two kinds of metrics are
needed to support these decisions. The first is general resource
information, like free RAM, disk space or system load. Using
this data, it is possible to determine whether the system still has
enough free resources, so that additional VMs can be moved
to this host. A second metric of importance is defined by the
temperature and energy consumption of the system, which is
closely related to the PUE. Since the current load and the
temperature of a system are closely related, it is possible to
correlate these metrics, and to draw conclusions about the
energy consumption of the system. Another general metric we
identified to be interesting is the current electricity price at
each site. Comparing price differences and migration costs, it
is possible to evaluate whether energy costs can be reduced by
moving VMs from one data center to another. Also, currently
available or stored renewable energy can be taken into account
for the evaluation.
Given all these data, it is necessary to select the desired
strategy regarding the optimization of the energy efficiency.
First, it is a good idea to shutdown a server completely
if other servers can provide enough free resources to take
over its load. Additionally, it is possible to shutdown the
servers network switch ports to reduce the energy consumed
by the network as mentioned in Section II-C. Besides the
network, also a shutdown of other dependencies (e.g., storage
resources) can be considered. Basically, there are two options
to turn servers on and off. The first option is to control the
server using Wake-on-LAN (WOL) if the system was put into
ACPI status S3 (Suspend to RAM), S4 (Suspend to disk) or
S5 (soft off). Another option is to use IP-based switchable
power distribution units (PDU) to switch sockets and attached
devices on and off. Using this technique, the BIOS should be
configured to automatically boot the system after AC power is
restored. Also, entire racks with multiple compute, storage and
network equipment could be powered on and off in a controlled
way, if an appropriate mechanism exists (and the contained
components tolerate the shutdown, e.g., network equipment)
to optimize the energy consumptions based on the strategy
discussed in this section.
As shown in Figure 4, we introduce a new management
component, which has a global view over all servers in the
data center. Furthermore, management data from other data
centers is collected to get a global knowledge about the

Data Center 1

Data Center 2

...
Management
Server

Management
Server
VM
migration

Storage
migration

Figure 4. Integration of power management components to enable
energy-efficient compute, storage and networking.

resources at every site. The management component collects
data from the computes nodes in the data center using REST
requests to communicate with the OpenStack API. Based on
the collected data, the management component decides when
to move VMs by instructing the involved compute nodes to
start a live migration process. When this process is able to
free enough resources, so that one compute node becomes idle,
the management component should take actions to shutdown
or hibernate the corresponding compute node to save energy.
B. Energy-efficient Network Connectivity in OpenStack Environments
The complexity of computer networks with respect to
energy consumption can be reduced to nodes and links of the
network as described in Section II-C. Regarding the energy
efficiency of a network in an OpenStack environment, two
factors driving the energy consumption can be identified. First
and foremost, the energy requirements are defined by the
amount of nodes and links. This especially includes power
dissipation at each component. Second, the utilization of each
node influences its individual energy consumption. The higher
the utilization, the more energy is needed for each component.
However, as described in Section II-C, current networks are not
energy-proportional, so the power consumption of the nodes is
not proportional to the utilization of the links. Nonetheless,
a sufficient utilization of all links and components leads to
increased efficiency. From a theoretical point of view, the
network in OpenStack environments builds a graph, with each
edge representing a link. By calculating the minimum spanning
tree, it is possible to identify the minimum number of links
needed to connect all active components. Each link, which is
not part of the minimum spanning tree represents a possible
candidate to shutdown. However, the problem remains to
calculate the preferable spanning tree, considering the energy
efficiency and current load of each link, as well as the
preferred minimum redundancy, which may differ depending
on the specific network segment (i.e., core links connecting
the data centers). A promising solution, which considers these
requirements has been presented in [21].
To include the metrics of each link in the network a
weighted graph can be defined, where the weights of the edges
represent the load or utilization of the link, its performance
(latency, bandwidth, jitter, failure rate) or in our specific
example the energy consumption. By using a graph database
(e.g., as part of a network management system), it is possible
to model the topology of a network and apply energy consumption metrics to contained nodes and links. Besides classical
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spanning tree algorithms, as described above, algorithms that
allow redundant paths and hence enable fault tolerance and
load-balancing, like multiple shortest path trees, can also be
used to detect the energy-efficient network topology based
on the weights of the links. Network connections of a VM
are given by one or multiple paths in the graph. Querying
the database, the energy requirements of the network can be
evaluated. Also, constraints like fault tolerant links can be
defined in the database, as already described in Section II-C.
Furthermore, this way the management servers are able to
identify redundant links and nodes that can be turned on or
off depending on the current utilization of the active links or
resilience requirements. Hence, graph databases can be used to
support the decision for energy-efficient network connectivity
of VMs. Given the dependencies and metrics represented by
weights in the graph, components and links can be deactivated
or throttled, e.g., during off-peak times, or reactivated based
on network utilization.
The management servers can also use the OpenStack
network node (using OpenStack Neutron) or an external network management system to support the decisions regarding
energy-efficient network connectivity. For example, the network management system or OpenStack Neutron could imply
specific topology or performance constraints in the OpenStack
environment that need to be considered despite the possibility
to minimize the power consumption by deactivating, throttling
or suspending network links and nodes.
V.

E NHANCING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF VIRTUAL
MACHINES IN P RIVATE C LOUDS USING AEQUO

Based on the latin word for equal, we named our prototype AEQUO, as it implements a management component to
balance the power requirements in OpenStack environments.
The prototype is part of a research project at the University
of Applied Sciences Fulda with the purpose of creating a
proof of concept to enhance the energy efficiency of cloud
environments. In this section, we describe the implementation
of our prototype based on the requirements that we defined
earlier in Sections III and IV.
A. Implementation of AEQUO
AEQUO is implemented in Python, which integrates well
into the testbed, as most of OpenStack’s components are written in the same language and offer a Python API. The current
implementation consists of a central management component
which resides on the controller node. In the current prototype
the CPU utilization is the only metric used to determine
whether a VM should be migrated or not. Other metrics,
such as the current electricity price at a site as mentioned in
Section II-B, are also feasible options. AEQUO is getting the
data and metrics about the compute nodes and the VMs using
REST requests. The REST API is provided by the OpenStack
Python API. Before it is possible to retrieve such data, it is
required to authenticate against OpenStack. Figure 5 gives a
brief overview of the architecture of AEQUO and the REST
communication with the Openstack API.
After successful authentication against the OpenStack API,
AEQUO starts to get basic data about the compute nodes,
such as their name, details about the CPU (i.e, number of
cores) and the current status (active or shutdown). The process
of acquiring this data happens without any user intervention,
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Figure 5. Architecture of AEQUO and integration into OpenStack.

since the data is provided by OpenStack Nova. At this point,
AEQUO has an overview over all the active compute nodes.
The next step is to acquire basic data about the virtual
machines running on these compute nodes. This includes the
current state of the machine, the name and the ID which
identifies the VM. The prototype only includes VMs in its
calculations that are in an active state, hence, VMs that are
not shutdown, migrating or in a failed state. This data is also
acquired by querying Nova via REST.
After the acquisition of the metadata, the prototype queries
the Ceilometer API about the metrics (e.g., CPU utilization) of
the compute nodes and the VMs running on them. This process
does not include VMs that are already shutdown, migrating
or not in an operating state. The prototype also requires a
list of compute nodes it should manage. This list contains the
nodes’ MAC addresses, to start them again if needed via Wake
On LAN. It would be possible to automatically collect the
MAC addresses of the nodes (though they are not provided
by OpenStack Nova), but this would require that all compute
nodes are running when AEQUO is started, which is not
desirable. For this reason, the prototype requires a list (in form
of a file) that is read by AEQUO upon startup containing the
compute node names and their corresponding MAC addresses.
This also enables the user to define compute nodes which
should excluded from the management by AEQUO.
When all the data is acquired, the prototype starts to
process it. First and foremost, the prototype detects two states
of each compute node’s utilization in which the energy consumption can be improved. The first state is the ”overloaded
state”, in which a compute node is considered to be operating
near to its maximum amount of physical resources. This
critical level is defined by a hard limit. In the current prototype
a compute node is considered to be overloaded, if the average
CPU utilization was over 90% in the last 2 minutes. If a
compute node is in the overloaded state, AEQUO evaluates
which of its VMs could be moved. If there is more than
one compute node being overloaded, the one with the highest
CPU utilization will be selected. Two minutes after a VM
was moved from an overloaded compute node, the situation is
reevaluated. If the compute node is still overloaded, the next
virtual machine will be moved and so on.
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In each step, AEQUO individually evaluates where the VM
can be migrated, to accomplish an optimal placement with
respect to the total power consumption. It is a bad idea to
select the compute node with the lowest CPU utilization as
the target for the migration, because this compute node might
have been prone to be underloaded. Therefore, the compute
node with the highest utilization that is still able to handle the
additional load of the moved VM without getting overloaded
after the migration should be chosen. This is accomplished by
looking at the current load of the compute nodes and adding
the load of the VM that is to be moved. If the resulting value is
lower than 90%, the destination compute node still has enough
resources free to accommodate the VM. In case that there are
no free resources available and a compute node is prone to
be overloaded, AEQUO just prints a warning message. Since
the prototype also supports hibernating unused compute nodes,
there might be some nodes that could be started to get the
necessary resources for the migration.
Despite of overloaded compute nodes, hosts can also be
in an ”underloaded state”. In contrast to the overload state,
underload detection is not done by simply looking at the lower
limit. Instead, the prototype picks the compute node with the
lowest current load and evaluates if the load of this node can
be distributed onto the remaining nodes without causing them
to be overloaded afterwards. Since there are now probably
several VMs to be moved at once, an appropriate result needs
to be calculated, before AEQUO takes any actions because
there might not be an optimal solution. The problem that needs
to be solved is a bin packing problem [49]. Since this is a
combinatorial NP-hard problem, the prototype uses a simplified approach based on the first-fit decreasing algorithm. This
approach may not provide an optimal solution, but requires
O(n log n) time instead of O(n2 ). If a solution was found,
it will be applied to the cloud environment, meaning that all
the VMs of a underloaded compute node will be moved to a
new location. After each migration that the prototype instructs
Nova to do, using the corresponding REST API, AEQUO will
pause for about 2 seconds. This break is used to give Nova
and libvirt enough time to process all the messages being sent
to carry out the migration. In other environments, the required
timespan for this pause might be different depending on how
many VMs a compute node might have on an average and
how long it takes to migrate them to another location. After
all VMs have been migrated away from the selected compute
node, the node can be hibernated, which is currently done by
AEQUO using SSH.
All these calculations are scheduled periodically at fixed
times. At the beginning all required data will be collected and
analyzed. Depending on the results, appropriate actions will
be executed and the process starts over again.
B. Optimizing the Energy Efficiency of Virtual Machine Placement and Network Connectivity in OpenStack Environments
As we already mentioned in Sections II-C and IV-B, there
are also opportunities to reduce the energy consumption of
the network components. Using AEQUO with its capability
to monitor and control compute nodes, we currently prepare
the infrastructure and graph database to extend our prototype
to manage network devices. A possible scenario would be to
completely power off a 19-inch rack, including all contained
networking equipment like the ToR-Switch (top of rack) as

well as the cooling for the rack. Therefore, it is necessary to
make AEQUO aware of the components in each rack, and the
energy consumption of these parts. This is necessary to support
decisions, in which the entire load can be moved from a rack
that could be subsequently shut down. At this point, we are
evaluating to include asset/facility management or monitoring
tools serving as an additional data source for AEQUO.
Another possibility to save energy is to shutdown redundant
paths and network devices or links that are only needed at peak
times. The devices could be powered off completely by using
power distribution units (PDU) as mentioned in Section IV-A.
Alternatively, some network devices (e.g., Cisco IOS routers
or CatOS switches) have CLI support to power modules or
ports up or down. To use these functions, AEQUO needs to
be aware of the network structure, to decide what parts of
the network can be powered off. As mentioned above, we are
currently implementing a graph database as defined in Section
IV-B. Instead of shutting down the links completely, network
components that support Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE), as
described in Section II-C or techniques that control the power
used by individual ports of the switch, could also be integrated,
e.g., to throttle the link speed or enter EEE’s low power idle
mode. As described in Section II-C, the power reduction in this
case comes with the drawback of increased latency, which has
a negative impact especially on real-time applications. Hence,
AEQUO can be used to temporarily turn on EEE and related
mechanisms in the networking components when no real-time
applications are used (e.g., less VoIP applications or video conferencing traffic during the night). Furthermore, the activation
and deactivation of power management mechanisms can also
be configured on redundant network paths, as illustrated in
Figure 3.
C. Network Device Standby and Power Management
As described in Section II-C, existing network power management solutions could be enhanced to include mechanisms
to power off network functions, links and components. The
ElasticTree project [21] already referenced the possibility to
introduce standby or sleep functions for networking hardware.
As such standby power management functions were (and are
still) missing in network equipment, [21] suggested to power
down idle or underutilized switches completely. From our observations with network equipment from Cisco, HP and Arista,
this approach has several drawbacks. For example, the Arista
7050S-52 and 7150S-24 switches (running Arista’s Extensible
Operating System (EOS) [50]) we used in our testbed in
Section VI, take about 5 minutes to boot after being powered
on again. Furthermore, powering down the entire switch is
currently only possible using external power distribution units
(PDUs) as described in Section IV-A. Since it is designed to
run continuously, common professional networking equipment
does not even have a power switch. As we used the two
switches in a multi-chassis link aggregation (MLAG) setup,
with each server being connected to both switches, we were
able to power down one of the switches, e.g., during off-peak
periods, without communication loss in the entire network.
Using external PDUs, the switch is unaware of being powered off, hence we observed minor communication disruptions
(i.e., dropping some frames, causing TCP congestion control
to reduce the bit rate, spanning tree topology changes due
to suspected link flapping). Also, frequent power disruptions
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might impose risks to the software and hardware state of
the switch, though we did not observe such effects in our
tests. Furthermore, we simulated the switch power management by using virtualized network operating systems (namely,
Arista’s Virtual Extensible Operating System (vEOS) [50]) in
a VMware vSphere environment. Using this environment, we
were able to suspend the VMs running the virtual switches
and resume them, to simulate a suspend-to-disk function in
the switch. Again, only minor communication disruptions (as
described above) were noticeable. Compared to the boot time
of our Arista Hardware using EOS, the resume of virtualized
EOS (vEOS) took only up to 5 seconds in our tests.
Since Arista is using a Linux Kernel in their products, we
investigated further to evaluate the possibilities of a ”suspend
to ram” solution. The EOS firmware is formed by a package
of a patched Linux Kernel (3.4.43 for EOS 4.14.2F), an initial
ramdisk, a root file system (squashfs) and a boot configuration.
Arista offers the sources for the firmware and the contained
packages on their website [50]. After modifying the sources
and adjusting the parameters of our cross-compilation environment, we were able to compile a new kernel containing
power management support (i.e., ACPI) and build a custom
EOS 4.14.2F firmware. The kernel module for the Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) used in the 7150S (Intel
FM6000 [51]) could not be compiled due to missing sources,
hence some modules from the stock firmware were used. Using
Arista’s API, currently unused ports and their transceivers
were successfully switched off (using 10GBase-SRL SFP+ this
procedure saves ˜2 Watt/port). Supend-to-disk (ACPI S4) and
”suspend to ram” (ACPI S3) were not unusable, as the BIOS
provided with the switch (Arista’s Aboot-norcal2-2.0.9) does
not fill the necessary ACPI tables. Also, watchdogs and custom
patches introduced by Arista limited the power management
and shutdown abilities of the switches. However, Arista uses
the open source BIOS coreboot in its switches that does
support filling the ACPI tables with S3 and S4 capabilities.
The hardware layout used in the 7150S switch consists
of a general purpose motherboard (based on AMD Tilapia
Fam10 reference design [52]) and a network switch ASIC
(Intel FM6000) being connected via PCIe. Patches developed
by Arista removed the ACPI capabilities of the coreboot
firmware, though the AMD Tilapia Fam10 board supports them
[53]. After modifying the supplied sources and adjusting our
cross-compilation environment, we successfully compiled a
new coreboot firmware for the switch. As the Tilapia board
also includes the management network port, we were able to
unload the ASIC (Intel FM6000) fpdma kernel module and use
PCIe power management. However, significant power savings
would require ”suspend to ram” support, which requires further
modifications to the firmware (e.g., saving registers in nonvolatile memory using AmdS3Save [53]). Another challenge
is waking up the switch after a successful suspend. Wake-onlan on the management network port of the general purpose
motherboard is theoretically possible, e.g., combined with
separate low-power proxy devices as introduced in [54].
Several papers presented theoretical approaches to implement power management functions in networking hardware
(i.e., routers and switches), e.g., also using sleep, standby
and rate-adaption techniques [55][56]. Some of them also
focused on power management in LAN switches [57][58][59]
combined with Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) in [60][61].

An interesting combination with the suspend functions we
discussed above, might also be the migration of virtualized
routers and switches as presented, e.g., in [62]. Energy-aware
deployment of routers might also offer advantages to ensure
connectivity across distant data centers, as shown in Figure 4.
Other recent related work shows the possibilities of employing power scaling mechanisms in custom built routers,
e.g., based on NetFPGA cards [63]. We are currently evaluating to include such sleep and power scaling techniques in
our testbed. An option would be to develop custom physical
or virtual network switches (e.g., as described in [63]). The
other option would be to test the integration of power management mechanisms in existing typical data center networking
devices. Upcoming white box switches and open network
operating systems (e.g., [64][65]) are offering new possibilities
and less restrictions compared to not entirely open platforms
like Arista’s EOS. White box switches (e.g., [66][67]) also
use merchant silicon ASICs for the data plane and typically
common x86 architecture for general purpose CPUs and the
control plane that include ACPI power management in their
reference design. However, as described for the Arista devices
above, these features are typically disabled or unused today.
Some network hardware providers already offer network
power management frameworks (e.g., HP Adaptive Power
Architecture [68], Cisco EnergyWise [5]). For example, Cisco
EnergyWise can control EEE and hibernation functions of
Cisco Catalyst 2960-X switches [69]. However, these solutions
suffer the same problems as described above for our testbed.
The switch can be put into hibernation using EnergyWise API
or the CLI at the switch, but wake-up can only occur at a
specific previously scheduled time or by manually pressing
a button on the switch. While this is applicable for small
offices or shops, e.g., at night or during non-office hours, traffic
patterns of networks in private clouds are hard to predict and
hence hibernation cannot easily be scheduled on a regular
basis. This also holds true for multipath environments and
redundant network devices, as described in Section II-C, as the
performance requirements of private cloud networks typically
cannot be foreseen in all cases. Therefore, besides the power
management functions that are integrated in current networking
devices (e.g., CPU frequency scaling, EEE), holistic power
management frameworks that are able to toggle the power
on temporarily unused or redundant links, custom ASICs or
enable sleep or rate-adaption for an entire switch, are an
upcoming challenge for continuously increasing bandwidths
and the power consumption of today’s network infrastructures
as described in Section II-C.
Using our AEQUO prototype, as described in Section
V-A, we can control the power of temporarily underutilized
ports in the multipath network infrastructure shown in Figure
6. Additionally, AEQUO can issue CLI commands to the
network switches that deactivate ASIC modules or use ACPI
and PCIe power management (Active State Power Management (ASPM)) as presented in this section. Moreover, our
AEQUO prototype can be combined with external network
management and monitoring platforms (e.g., OpenNMS [70])
or data center infrastructure management (DCIM) solutions.
For example, the network management system could inform
AEQUO about a planned outage to ensure that all necessary
redundant links and components are up, or AEQUO in turn
could send information about current placement (e.g., across
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multiple sites, WAN links) of virtualized networking functions
(e.g., routers, firewalls) to the network management system
to reflect and monitor the changes in the network topology.
Arista EOS and custom virtual network switches also support
issuing CLI commands using OpenFlow. Therefore, AEQUO
could also inform a central software-defined networking (SDN)
controller instead of the network management system about its
power management decisions. This way, the network could be
dynamically adapted to ensure performance and fault-tolerance
requirements within or across multiple data centers while also
enhancing the energy efficiency of its links and devices.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL T ESTBED
In the previous sections, we introduced procedures to
automatically migrate virtual machines between data centers.
This enables us to consolidate the virtual machines of an
organization onto a minimum number of physical servers
and to shutdown unneeded components. As a result, we are
able to increase the energy efficiency of an organization’s
actively running IT infrastructure. However, the procedure of
optimizing the virtual machine placement introduces load on
the infrastructure and causes additional energy consumption.
To get an idea of the energy impact of virtual machine
migration and energy savings from shutting down physical
components, a testbed has been set up at two sites in Germany.
We have improved the initial test environment described in [1]
with modern components, which are widely used in regular
data centers, allowing us to simulate a typical cloud environment with independent compute, storage and networking
components.
A simplified overview of the Fulda University site test
setup is depicted in Figure 6. At the compute layer, the testbed
consists of four identical Dell PowerEdge R620 servers (for
reasons of clarity, only two compute nodes are shown in Figure
6), each equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 processors
and 256 GB of memory. A unified storage backend was built
by utilizing two NetApp E2700 systems with a total of 48
SAS drives, which each compute node is connected to using
an independent 16 Gbit/s fibre-channel link. The networking
layer was built using the Arista datacenter switches 7050S-52
and 7150S-24, which provide 52 and 24 10-Gigabit-Ethernet
ports, respectively. Each compute node is connected to both
of the switches using a dedicated 10 Gbit/s fiber link. To
setup a cloud environment on the described hardware the
OpenStack Icehouse 2014.1.3 release on an Ubuntu 14.04.1
LTS platform was chosen. Two physical servers were used
as dedicated compute nodes with Openstack Nova, whereas all
other OpenStack components including block storage (Cinder),
networking (Neutron), dashboard (Horizon), image (Glance),
orchestration (Heat) and telemetry (Ceilometer) services are
running on the two remaining servers, which are not shown
in Figure 6 as described above. By this, we are able to
perform measurements of VM migrations without side-effects
introduced by the OpenStack infrastructure.
A primary requirement of our testbed is the feasibility
to log detailed measurements of the individual components’
power consumption. To meet this requirement, two Raritan
PX2-5260R power distribution units (PDU) have been installed, each using an independent electric circuit and providing 12 separately measured power outlets to connect our
equipment to. The measurement accuracy of our PDUs was

Power Distribution Unit 1

10 VMS
PSU 1
PSU 2

Switch 1

PSU 1
PSU 2

Compute 1
migrate

Storage

PSU 1
PSU 2
PSU 3
PSU 4

10 VMS
PSU 1
PSU 2

Switch 2

PSU 1
PSU 2

Compute 2

Power Distribution Unit 2

PDU 1 power connection 16A/220V

Measurement point for
power consumption
10-Gigabit network

PDU 2 power connection 16A/220V

2x 16G-Fibre Channel

Figure 6. Test environment and network cabling.

verified by using a professional digital power meter of the type
Yokogawa WT333. The discrepancies found were minimal and
can be neglected. All components at the compute, storage
and networking layers are equipped with redundant power
supply units (PSU), which are connected to each of the
PDUs. Further, we installed the network management system
OpenNMS to continuously poll both PDUs to get the current
power consumption of each power outlet. The resulting data
gets stored in a round robin database (RRDTool) for further
processing and graph generation.
The described testbed enables us to perform various test
cases (i.e., VM migration, suspending physical components)
under reproducible circumstances, as well as detailed measurement of the energy consumption of each component. In addition, another full-featured cloud environment has been set up
at the Clausthal University of Technology, providing compute,
storage and networking layers in a similar manner. The testbed
is running OpenStack Icehouse as well and was connected to
University Fulda as an OpenStack region for testing purposes.
In the future, this setup will allow us to perform more realistic
measurements of virtual machine migration, by taking much
more metrics (e.g., WAN latency) into account.
VII. E VALUATION
Using the setup described in Section VI, we constructed a
test case to get an idea of the impact of virtual machine (VM)
migration and network interface suspension on the overall
power consumption. The test case consists of multiple phases,
which are executed automatically one after another, measuring
specific characteristics of the overall power consumption.
30 min
0 VMs on Compute 1
0 VMs on Compute 2

30 min
initialize
10 VMs on
Compute 1

30 min
initialize
10 VMs on
Compute 2

30 min

migrate 10 VMs
from Compute 1 to
Compute 2

delete all VMs on
Compute 1 and
Compute 2

Figure 7. Testplan for measuring different load scenarios.

Figure 7 depicts the procedure of the test case, starting with
both compute nodes in idle mode (no VMs running). At an
interval of thirty minutes, first ten VMs on compute node 1 and
another ten VMs on compute node 2 are spawned. Afterwards,
all running VMs are migrated from compute node 2 to compute
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Figure 8. CPU utilization of compute node 1.

Figure 10. CPU utilization of compute node 2.

Figure 9. Power consumption of compute node 1.

Figure 11. Power consumption of compute node 2.

node 1. Finally, all VMs are removed from both compute
nodes. While the test was running, the CPU utilization of the
compute nodes, as well as the power consumption of all of
the involved components was continuously measured. Figure
6 shows the measurement points for power consumption in our
testbed. Further, Figures 8 and 10 reveal the CPU utilization
while Figures 9 and 11 show the power consumption for each
of the compute nodes. Beside the CPU utilization the metric
Load is measured to get an idea of the overall system capacity.
Basically the Load metric is the moving average value of the
number of queued processes waiting for execution. A Load
value of 1.00 states that a system equipped with one CPU is
running exactly at its capacity. A single CPU-system running
at a Load of 2.00 has exactly the same number of processes
queued as processes currently running. Of course, the Load
metric also depends on the number of usable CPUs. Thus,
a server equipped with four CPUs will reach the limits of its
performance capability at a load value of 4.00.

nodes are set up to use the stress utility to generate a consistent
CPU load. To prevent running into system limits, the stress
command is configured to generate a maximum of 40% of CPU
utilization while keeping the overall system load below a value
of 16 (the number of cores available) on each compute node.
This leads to a CPU utilization of about 35% at the physical
compute nodes, which is represented by different colors of
the area in Figures 8 and 10. The effect of adding load to
the compute nodes is also clearly visible in the corresponding
power consumption graphs (Figures 9 and 11). While each of
the compute nodes consumes about 155 Watt at the beginning
of our test, the power consumption increases to about 290 Watt
after initializing ten VMs (Figures 9 A1 and 11 A2 ). Our next
step was the migration of all VMs from compute node 1 to
compute node 2. The beginning of the migration is indicated by
markers B1 and B2 and the completion is depicted by markers
C1 and C2 in Figures 8 and 10, respectively. As all VMs are
now running on compute node 2, the CPU of the node is now
utilized by about 70%. After the last interval of thirty minutes,
all VMs were shutdown, which is recognizable at mark D2 in
Figures 10 and 11.

The different phases of the test are denoted by red dotted
lines in Figures 8 to 12. The first step of creating 10 VMs
on compute node 1 is visualized in Figures 8 and 9 starting
at mark A1 . The second step of creating the same number
of VMs on compute node 2 is visible in Figures 10 and 11,
starting at mark A2 . All VM instances created on the compute

By collecting power consumption metrics from all of the
components, we are able to trace the weight distribution in
the whole setup. This is needed to include the actual cost of
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the migration (e.g., additional CPU and networking load) in
the overall power economization estimation. Figure 12 depicts
the overall energy consumption of our testbed, divided into
compute, storage and networking components. The total power
consumption with ten VMs running on each compute node
amounts to about 555 Watt and is shown starting at mark B.
The migration of all VMs to compute node 2, which took
around 10 minutes is recognizable between mark C and D.
It led to an increased CPU utilization of about 75% and a
system load of about 25 on compute node 2. There was no
measurable impact on the energy consumption of the storage
and networking components while the migration was ongoing.
However, an interesting effect is visible regarding the total
power consumption of the compute components after the
migration phase. With 0 VMs on compute node 1 and 20
VMs on compute node 2, the total power consumption is
around 525 Watt, which is about 30 Watt less, than in the
case where the VMs were spread over both compute nodes.
The effect is clearly visible in Figure 12, when comparing the
power consumption of the compute components in phase B
to C (ten VMs on each compute node) and phases D to E
(twenty VMs on compute node 2). Of course, this effect is a
result of components being more efficient when operating on
higher load, which supports our idea of consolidating VMs on
a minimum possible number of physical hosts.

Figure 12. Total power consumption of the testbed setup.

Finally, the possibility of suspending one of the compute
nodes was evaluated. For instance, in phase C1 this would
allow us to economize the power consumed by the compute
node itself, as well as the power drawn by the networking
interfaces it was using to connect to the switches and storage
systems. The result of this is not visualized in our figures.
However, one can see the effect by subtracting a compute
nodes idle power consumption from the total value.
Our measurement of the testbeds energy consumption shed
light on possible further enhancements of our prototype and
identified non energy-proportional entities in our infrastructure
that have a huge potential for energy savings. The AEQUO

prototype provides the capabilities to address these promising
components and builds the foundation for controlling the
OpenStack services based thereupon. Compared the the related
work presented in Section II-D, AEQUO offers a novel approach that is able to take different parameters (e.g., utilization,
network connectivity requirements, temperature) into account
for an energy-efficient placement of virtual resources in existing OpenStack environments. This way, new and upcoming
compute and network power management techniques can be
leveraged to implement distributed energy-aware private cloud
infrastructures. Furthermore, currently available renewable energy resources at different data center sites or different energy
prices, as described in Section III, can be used as a parameter
for the optimization.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this article, we presented an overview of our efforts
to enhance the energy efficiency in OpenStack-based private
cloud environments. Our prototype, called AEQUO, uses
OpenStack’s standard APIs to monitor the components used
in our enterprise cloud testbed. As introduced, AEQUO uses
OpenStack Nova and Ceilometer, to acquire the virtual machines (VMs) and hosts running in a private cloud environment
together with their current CPU utilization. Furthermore, our
prototype is able to control and schedule VM migrations to
allow energy efficiency enhancements, i.e., by powering off
unused or underloaded recourses. Using wattmeters in external power distribution units (PDU) we measured the power
consumption while starting, migrating and shutting down VMs
(instances) in our private cloud testbed.
The power measurements revealed as expected, that the
power consumption of network and storage components that
were used did not change during our tests, in contrast to
the compute nodes (servers). This is interesting, because the
process of migrating a VM from one host to another requires
its virtual hard disk and RAM state to be transfered over
the network. Additionally, the hard disk data needs to be
persisted on the destination storage system. Therefore, network and storage components we used in our testbed must
be classified as non energy-proportional components. Thus,
there is potential for further research and optimizations. For
example, the network switches in our testbed use merchant
silicon instead of proprietary ASICs for the data plane, and
standard x86 hardware for the control plane, which supports
standard power management mechanisms (e.g., ACPI). Hence,
we analyzed, whether we could modify the switch operating
system to leverage standard x86 power management functionality. This way, we were able to deactivate unused links and
also developed experimental extensions that support to suspend
parts of the switch to improve the power management.
Another finding of our test runs was the fact, that there is
no linear correlation between the number of VMs running on
a compute node and its power consumption. In fact, it seems
that the energy efficiency can be enhanced, if the VMs can be
executed on a single host, rather than running the same number
of VMs on several compute nodes. Of course, this only holds
if the the CPU utilization has not already reached the physical
maximum. However, in our tests the service quality offered
by the virtual machines throughout the tests, which should be
impacted by the corresponding consolidation ratio, was not
monitored. This leads to the question whether a number of
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VMs running on a single compute node can provide the same
service quality (besides reliability concerns) compared to the
same number of VMs running on several distributed compute
nodes. An approach to investigate this aspect would be to use
a web server benchmark utility to produce load and gather
metrics for the service quality of web servers running in the
VMs. Another possible topic for further research that we will
focus on is the use of container virtualization instead of type-1
virtualization. In this case, containers are spawned or destroyed
on demand without the need to transmit any hard disk or
RAM contents. Typically, for example underlying type-1 VMs
can provide persistent storage and database services to these
containers. Also, the scheduling process of OpenStack could
be improved to increase the energy efficiency. For instance,
placing machines or affinity groups of dependent machines
near their users can reduce network latency and improve user
experience. As the prototype that we present in this article
contains an extension to the OpenStack scheduler, it could be
enhanced to support such an energy-efficient scheduling of new
virtual resources (e.g., containers, VMs).
Compared to the related work described in Section II-D,
our prototype can be easily integrated in OpenStack environments based on the current Juno release. Further techniques
and scheduling algorithms or resource pooling mechanisms
can be included in our prototype, thanks to its modularity
as described in the implementation section of this article.
Currently, our prototype is able to optimize the VM placement
and utilization of compute resources in OpenStack environments. Furthermore, we focused on network paths including
links and devices connecting the VMs to the network. While
energy-efficient networks were also discussed in [21][9][39],
our prototype is able to leverage existing and upcoming local
power management techniques of compute and networking
components (e.g., [9][19]). This way, for example, redundant
links in the network can be throttled or even entire devices
disabled when network and storage dependencies are integrated
into the optimization.
Correspondent scenarios that enhance network and storage
power management will be implemented in future testbed scenarios using our prototype. In this article, we already presented
several concepts as a starting point to improve network power
management. Regarding the storage components, apart from
the included standby and power management of the hard disk
drives, further investigation is needed. Additionally, our future
work includes the evaluation of benefits from different energy
prices and lower temperature at multiple sites, e.g., to reduce
energy costs for cooling.
As described in this article, we evaluate the use of renewable energy resources for distributed data centers running
private/ enterprise or hybrid cloud environments. By measuring
the costs for migrations or scheduling of resources in cloud
environments, we can evaluate the use of renewable energy
at different data center sites or leverage varying electricity
prices. As shown in this article, scheduling or migrating virtual
resources between data centers in northern, central or southern
Germany already has potential for energy efficiency enhancements on the basis of days. We are currently working on a
simulation model to evaluate power consumption, migration
costs and the use of available renewable energy at distant data
centers. Upcoming frameworks for the acquisition of energy
consumption metrics in OpenStack (e.g., KWAPI and IPMI

extensions) that are currently under development also offer
promising possibilities for further extensions to our prototype.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a collaborative system that provides decision support for team leaders in an industrial production scenario where staff planning needs immediate adaptations.
Requirements were gathered and led to use cases that specify
the solution, a mobile application called Teamleader App. A
system with an advanced communication protocol was developed,
which integrates several sub-systems, such as a supporting
domain model and production simulation supporting workers
with forecasts of potential decisions. A case study was conducted,
which provides first insights into the suitability of the presented
solution and revealed further aspects that will improve the system.
Keywords-Decision support; staff planning; domain model;
interaction design; user experience.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Products highly individualized to fit consumers’ needs
require flexible production strategies that allow small batch
sizes. To deliver manufactured products on time, the person
responsible for production has to ensure that the number of
planned pieces will be achieved. During production, multiple
events occur that may have an impact on the production target.
Information technology can help to handle such events. First
mobile applications were developed that support people in
selected, problem-specific tasks, such as staff planning [1],
issue tracking [2] and perfomance measuring [3].
This work is a part of activities towards Industry 4.0 (see
[4] and [5]) that bridge the gap between real and virtual
worlds and foster the utilization of the potential of the Internet
of Things [6]. Industry 4.0 describes the future industrial
production as a production of highly individualized products
[7] and with an increasing flexibility of production processes.

These developments involve a challenge for staff planning
engineers who have to answer this flexibility in production
with an adaptive staff plan strategy. Increasing quantities of
data and complexity make this planning process even harder.
The coordination between planning engineers—in this scenario called team leaders—to find additional qualified workers
within the factory consumes time and is a difficult task. To
assist team leaders in this process, the concept of a planning
support system is suggested. In a defined scenario, a mobile
application will support team leaders by visualizing the current
worker-to-production-line allocation and by interconnecting
the team leaders to coordinate personnel allocation in an
efficient way. Therefore, information from several distributed
information sources is prepared and presented on a mobile
device. Relevant information dependent on the user’s role and
specific context of use is shown. Human resource allocation
can be edited and optimized directly using the user interface.
This article extends previous work (see [1]) concerning the
concept for a mobile application to support team leaders in
adapting staff plans as a reaction to unforeseen events. Since
then, the application was implemented and a first prototype
tested by team leaders. The steps during this interaction design
[8] process form the subject of the work presented here.
In Section II, an overview of related work is given and the
distinctions from the suggested approach are drawn. Section
III describes the industrial scenario that is taken as a basis
for the considerations made in the following sections. The
requirements analysis process including the resulting use cases
is outlined in Section IV. It leads to the system and interaction
design in Section V. In Section VI, the domain model that, for
example, gathers and stores worker profiles and supports the
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system in its task is developed. Section VII describes how
the production is simulated to receive production forecasts.
The results of the case study follow in Section VIII. Finally,
Section IX contains a discussion of the suggested approach
and gives an outlook on future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The suggested system has strong relations to the research
field of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) [9],
also known as groupware. According the definition by Wilson
[10] enabling technologies in the Teamleader App case are
wireless networks, mobile devices and the merging and aggregation of relevant information. Johansen’s Time-Space Matrix
[11] divides CSCW systems into four categories. According
to this classification, the proposed system is a different time /
different place system, processing asynchronous communication. Since systems increased in number and complexity, the
classification in the 2x2 matrix became more difficult. Thus,
Penichet et al. [12] suggested a more flexible classification
method. According to this classification, the Teamleader App
is a type C-5 system: C, as it coordinates a production
company’s internal processes and processes information that
enables interaction between team leaders; 5, as it is an asynchronous application that is intended to appear in different
spaces (distributed).
Current staff plan software is implemented as a standalone solution or integrated in centralized enterprise resource
planning (ERP) or manufacturing execution systems (MES).
Time tracking is commonly part of the MES, whereas time
management can be part of both MES and ERP [13, 199212]. Most staff plan or workforce management systems focus
on the scheduling and optimal resource allocation task. User
interfaces present timetables with a view over a planned period
in a very functional way. Some software providers offer mobile
applications that allow access to the staff plan systems. These
systems lack adaptive context- and role-specific information
processing and neglect the collaboration and coordination
aspects tackled in this work. MES and ERP systems include
high installation, application and maintenance costs. If already
implemented, huge efforts and costs are required to adapt
such software to a specific use case according to its size
and complexity. A problem-specific solution that processes
information from such systems to support stakeholders in an
efficient way is the target that is focused on in this work.
In research, the project ENgAge4Pro [14] focuses on
age-appropriate staff plan. To address the ergonomics topic,
physical attributes, such as body weight and height, are
considered. The research project EPIK [15] focuses on the
optimal allocation of resources to enhance efficiency. A mobile application was developed that supports the worker with
context-specific information. The research project KapaflexCy
[16] covers short-term production scheduling. A mobile application allows employment requests to be sent to workers.
After receiving these requests, the workers coordinate the
takeover of the employment themselves. From a hierarchical
perspective, this is a bottom-up approach. Unlike the project
ENgAge4Pro, the main concern of the staff planning support
system is not ergonomics. In contrast to the EPIK project,
the system suggested is developed to support team leaders in
their planning task. Therefore, more attention is paid to the

Figure 1.

Manufacturing steam ovens at imperial/Miele.

appropriate presentation of relevant information on the device.
Optimized resource allocation will be included in the form of
an additional function (not the object of research). Compared
to the KapaflexCy project, the mobile application developed
here implements the allocation of employment in a top-down
way. Nevertheless, worker-related information can be used to
provide feedback for workers, e.g., when a mistake during
manufacturing has occured [2].
III.

S CENARIO

The production of kitchen appliances in Germany is facing
several challenges. Companies require the ability to produce
their products under optimum cost and flexibility due to rising
variants and a competitive market. Therefore, it is necessary
that the manufacturing industry makes efficient use of resources and energy in order to keep the high-cost country
of Germany a competitive production location. Manufacturing
of steam ovens in imperial/Miele plant floors (see Figure 1)
follows the “Miele Value Creation System”. Multiple U-shaped
production lines for diverse product classes allow for highly
flexible handling of varying production programs. Each steam
oven is assembled by a single worker in a one-piece-flow
setting, which entails high responsibility and a complex work
content for all employees.
Once per week, the plant’s foremen and team leaders plan
the production on the shop floor level, assigning resources
and capacities to production orders. Detailed planning is done
on a daily basis, considering the production program and
availability of workers. In case of unexpected staff shortage or
modified production volumes at short notice, the team leaders
re-assign available workers to production orders and assembly
stations, and also across assembly lines. The process of staff
planning is demand-oriented and flexible, and quickly becomes
complex and time consuming when trying to meet the demands
of multi-variant production scenarios with varying production
programs, small lot sizes on multiple lines and customerindividual products. Furthermore, team leaders want to foster
a broad skill set in all employees by organizing a rotating
assignment of workers to varying tasks while, at the same time,
the high quality standards of Miele need to be guaranteed by
intense training on each particular product class.
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A great deal of experience is needed in order to make
the right decisions. Not all information that is necessary to
make the right decision might be modeled and computed.
Besides worker profiles that can be automatically generated,
soft factors also have to be considered. Thus, an adaptive assistant system that transparently combines data from production
orders, human resource management and the plant floor could
significantly facilitate and speed up the daily staff planning
process in order to support decision-finding.
IV.

F ROM R EQUIREMENTS TO U SE C ASES

This section starts with a brief description of the process of
interaction design. The most important requirements collected
during this process are described and concentrated in five use
cases.

B. Requirements
In a factory hall up to five team leaders supervise multiple
production lines, respectively. To tackle bottlenecks in production, team leaders can request workers from other team leaders
(Req. 1). A mobile application could support this process by
communicating these requests to all team leaders. Inversely, the
same application can provide an overview of the current staff
plan, worker profiles and workers’ presence/absence (Req. 2).
This view has to be exclusive and secured, as staff information
is sensitive (Req. 3). The staff plan overview intends to help
the team leaders in indicating workers he or she might suggest
to change to another team leader when answering a worker
request. During this answering process, feedback from the
system about the effect of providing a certain worker to a
team leader colleague would be helpful (Req. 4). The overview
additionally allows team leaders to follow a worker’s development, keeping him on track and taking care that he develops
knowledge on manufacturing different product variants by
switching in defined time intervals between product variants
(Req. 5).
To enable these functional requirements, a lot of data has to
be gathered and aggregated. Worker and product identification
numbers have to be linked to maintain worker profiles. Worker
presence/absence has to be taken into account to indicate
a bottleneck just in time when it occurs. Numbers about
production targets must be made available from the ERP
system, allocated to team leaders and production lines. To
compute the effect a change in the staff plan might have,
information about production lines and product variants has
to be modeled. A model that stores skills, relations, and roles
is necessary to check access rights to the system (team leaders)
and to store and maintain worker profiles.
C. Use Cases
The most important use cases (UC) derived from the
requirements analysis are the following five:

A. Process
When the idea of a collaborative tool to support team
leaders arose, motivated by the scenario formulated in Section
III, the phase of gathering and analyzing requirements [17]
started. Discussions between software engineers and experts
from the problem domain resulted in a set of use cases. These
use cases were formalized according to [18] and described
from the user point of view, as suggested by [19] as an essential
step in the software engineering process. The most important
use cases are described in Section IV-C.
Afterwards, the use cases were discussed and essential data
sources to enable the desired application were identified. It
turned out that the integration of all these data sources is
one of the most challenging parts when implementing such a
system in a company. Formats to exchange data were defined
and test data was generated. In parallel, first protoypes of the
graphical user interface, in the form of paper and PowerPoint
prototypes (see Figure 2) as suggested by [20], were designed
and improved over several iterations. The resulting prototypes
were discussed with the partners at imperial/Miele and the
team leaders in the factory to involve users early in the design
cycle [21]. The collected feedback flowed into the development
of a first prototype that formed the basis for the case study,
which is presented in Section VIII.

UC1
UC2
UC3
UC4
UC5

Staff shift (Req. 1)
Staff presence (Req. 2)
Team leader authentication (Req. 3)
Production simulation (Req. 4)
Staff iteration (Req. 5)

The staff shift (UC1) is the core of the Teamleader App
and closely intertwined with the production simulation use
case (UC4). To request new personnel for a certain production
line, the team leader presses a button. All other team leaders
are notified and asked to suggest suitable workers. When a
worker is suggested, the production simulation calculates the
estimated number of products that will be manufactured if the
suggested worker is removed from the suggesting site and
added to the requesting site. To deliver fast results to the
requesting team leader, the other team leaders are forced to
answer within five minutes, otherwise the application is locked.
If a team leader has no capacities he can send a “no” or
“only in emergency cases” reply instead of suggesting a worker
mandatorily. The requesting site receives worker suggestions
or rejections together with calculated production values and
is able to accept or refuse these suggestions. If accepted, the
suggesting team leader is informed and finally requested to
confirm the staff shift as his situation might have changed in
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the meantime. Figure 3 shows a staff shifting process between
two team leaders.
The staff presence (UC2) enables team leaders to get an upto-date overview about the status of their workers. The system
displays workers that have already arrived at the production
line and workers that are absent, e.g., in the case of sickness,
unpunctuality, or vacation.
The authentication mechanism (UC3) provides secure access to the information in the system and leads to a view with
information relevant to the current user.
A staff iteration (UC5) is desired when a worker has
worked for a defined period of time manufacturing a certain
product. In this manner, workers stay trained in manufacturing
a certain set of products. Therefore, they switch between
products in defined time intervals. The system reminds the
team leader when a worker should switch to another product.
V.

S YSTEM D ESIGN

To tackle the challenges described in Section III and to
support the use cases described in Section IV, we developed
an application that supports the team leader in adjusting the
daily routing when specific events occur. Figure 4 shows
the coherences between all components of the suggested
system that supports this kind of ad hoc planning. On the

client-side described in Section V-A a suitable user interface
for team leaders that supports all use cases was developed.
On the server-side described in Section V-B, heterogeneous
information sources are prepared and consulted in order to
support reasonable decision making on the client-side. The
communication necessary to support the Teamleader App’s
core feature (UC1) is described in Section V-C. The server
connects to several heterogeneous information sources. An
external source is the ERP System that delivers information
on production planning. The domain model reflects all aspects
in the application’s context, such as workers, team leaders,
products, and production lines. It is described in Section VI.
The production simulation predicts how many products will
be manufactured for a given staff plan. It uses its own model
of a production line and is described in Section VII.
A. Client-side
1) Screens: The authentication (UC3) forms the entry point
to the application. The application loads role-specific profiles
for each user. As each team leader manages different manufacturing lines, the respective lines are loaded and currently
allocated workers are presented on the home screen shown in
Figure 5. This screen has a navigation bar on top, which lets
the user switch between detail and overview, sort workers, and
contains a link to the message box, a reload function and a
context menu. The screen in Figure 5 shows two production
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lines that are arranged in the two columns on the left. Workers
that are allocated to a line have a blue-colored profile in the
respective line’s column. A profile shows experience, quality,
productivity and time values for each worker (in the detail view
aggregated on a 5-star scale). The time value, represented by
a pie chart, indicates the amount of the recommended time
a worker has spent manufacturing a certain product (UC5).
The workers are arranged on the right. If a worker is absent
(UC2) a symbol signals the reason: a cross indicates sickness,
a suitcase vacation, and a clock lateness. In the left column of
the home screen in Figure 5, the system shows a deviation from
the planned schedule and visualizes a warning by highlighting
the discrepancy from the production forecast (UC4) in red and
encourages the team leader to act in an ad-hoc manner.
One common reaction to meet the planned quantities at
the end of the day is the search for suitable workers. If the
team leader decides to request a worker, his colleagues see the
screen presented in Figure 6. A red one in the message box
symbol at the top of the screen indicates an important message
from a requesting team leader. If the receiving team leader
switches to the message box and decides to suggest a worker,
he will see the screen in Figure 6. On the left of the screen a
list with all workers is shown. The middle of the screen shows
the profile of the selected worker. A button allows adding an
available (not absent) worker to the suggestion message. If that
happens, the production is simulated under the new condition
that the selected worker will not work on his current line and
instead work on the line requested by the other team leader.
The charts on the right of the screen show two values: the
inner and outer circle represent the number of manufactured
products before and after editing the staff plan respectively.
The left chart provides numbers for the suggesting team leader,
the right chart for the receiving team leader. This visualization
is intended to support the team leader in making his decision.
Different workers lead to different predictions. The list of
suggested workers can be extended to contain more workers.
If the suggestion is complete, the teamleader can send his
response by pressing a button. When his colleague accepts
his suggestion, the worker can shift between the production
lines (UC1).
2) Worker profiles: The detail view shown in Figure 5
shows the qualifications of workers. It is possible to switch
between detail view and overview. The latter shows a five star
ranking for each worker. To compute the qualification of a
worker (w) for a respective manufacturing line (l) and product
(p), three parameters were defined:
experience(w, l, p)
Total time spent on this line by a worker.
quality(w, l, p)
Defective pieces per shift by a worker.
productivity(w, l, p)
Pieces per shift by a worker.
These parameters allow the team leader a rough estimation
of the worker’s skills. The ranking function rank(w, l, p)
forms a weighted aggregation of these parameters and represents the skill level of each worker on a scale between 0 and
5. These weights are dynamic and adapted to the specific use
case.

3) Realization: An eight inch tablet was identified to be
most suitable for the daily deployment in a factory environment. It is small enough to fit in a team leader’s pocket
and offers enough space on the screen to present relevant
information.
The implementation is based on a model-view-controller
(MVC) framework. The separation into view and controller
allows a fast integration of new user interfaces and the reuse
of components. Both view and controller access the model,
which holds the dynamic data that is presented in the accessing
view. In a particular case there exists a bidirectional data
binding mechanism. A controller is aware of changes that
are made by the user in a view. The view is automatically
updated if changes on the model-side occur. In the Teamleader
App these bidirectional data bindings are important for the
dynamic updates of the user profiles (experience, quality, and
productivity visualizations), which change continuously during
a working day.
Furthermore, the implementation is separated into different
modules. These modules can be included or excluded according to the the specific requirements of an individual factory.
This kind of flexibility allows the generation of lightweight
and full-featured versions of the Teamleader App, which adapts
itself in this manner to its environment and context of use. The
content on the application site can be used in a multilingual
environment. An integrated translation engine allows one to
dynamically change the language of the Teamleader App. This
feature enables the company to introduce new languages by
defining translation pairs of vocabulary.
B. Server-side
The information that is necessary to support the planning
process of a team leader as described in Section V-A is located
at three different points that are sketched in Figure 4. In
the present case, the information system can be described
as a multi-computer, partitioned, distributed, shared-nothing
system. Thus, a suitable strategy to integrate the information
has to be selected. To preserve the autonomy of the sources,
a virtual integration strategy was selected, which leaves the
data at the sources. This kind of on-demand integration in a
decentralized manner enables us to keep the system design
easy to extend and to transfer data only when needed from
solely relevant sources. A mediator-based approach [22] was
chosen to realize the virtual integration system. The mediator
provides an interface implemented as a Web service and
communicates with the application. It is the responsibility
of the mediator to provide a structural and semantic data
integration. Wrappers are implemented for each information
source to overcome the heterogeneity on the data level and to
enable the data flow between mediator and sources.
Focusing on the data sources, the ERP System is the
only existing system that is already available in a common
factory. An ERP system in the considered scenario provides—
in collaboration or separately—access to time tracking and
production planning data. The domain model encodes the
workers’ skill matrix and working history. It is described in
detail in Section VI-B. The production simulation described in
Section VI-A contains a model of production lines containing
information about process steps and involved manufacturing
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equipment and allows estimations about quantities that can be
achieved when a specific worker is rescheduled on that line.
In combination with processing times, it could also be used to
calculate optimal resource allocations with algorithms from the
operations research field. The factory worker model constitutes
new input data that allows new forms of optimization based
on the user model and corresponding profiles.
The server was implemented using the inversion of control
design concept and dependency injection. This technique allows replacing parts of the server without writing any gluing
code lines through reflection. An extension or adaption of functionalities benefits strongly from this approach. The server’s
authentication process maps every client instance request to
the client itself. This approach ensures that only authorized
clients can access a specific data slice.

on the server side causes the newly created request to switch its
state from Idle to Requested (see Figure 8). Information about
the request (the production line, the desired skills, etc.) is now
broadcasted to the other team leaders. Each team leader can
now decide on his or her own to offer possible workers for a
transfer or to decline the request. Note that it is not possible to
offer the same worker twice, as long as the request, containing
the worker is not in the Closed state.

C. Client-Server Communication
The actual process of transferring workers between team
leaders involves several steps and states. Figure 7 shows the
high-level connection between a team leader TL 1 and his
colleagues TL 2 to TL n − 1. We have chosen a client-server
architecture over a peer-to-peer one for two main reasons.
First, a lot of different aggregation procedures (like workerprofile based information) require information from a central
big-data factory storage that is influenced by many machines
and sensors inside the factory. Second, communication to
another team leader might be impossible for several seconds
due to an insufficient network connection or a crash of a
client device. In such situations a communication proxy (like a
server) can handle those special cases by realizing a separation
of concerns.
Figure 8 shows the possible internal states and transitions
of a single worker transfer. The solid black lines, on the one
hand, describe possible actions that can be performed by the
team leader who initiated the request. The dotted lines, on the
other hand, indicate actions that can be triggered by all other
team leaders TL 2 to TL n − 1.

Figure 7.

High-level team leader (TL) and server connection

As soon as TL 1 initiates a worker transfer by requesting
new workers in the client application, the request is sent to the
server and the actual transfer process starts. The initialization

Figure 8.

States of a single worker transfer

If no offered workers can be received, the global request
will switch to the Closed state and TL 1 will be notified that
no workers are currently available for a transfer. If at least one
other team leader offers some workers, the state will switch
to Offered. In this case, TL 1 can review every received offer
and can decide whether to accept the proposed workers or
not. Similar to the previous steps, a rejection of all proposals
switches the whole request to Closed. Accepting at least one
proposal will trigger a state change to Accepted.
Once an offer is accepted, the responsible team leader is
notified and can review the proposed workers once again. This
additional review phase allows the team leader to reevaluate his
or her current situation, which could have changed since the
workers were offered. If the transfer is approved, the overall
state will be set to Confirmed and the proposed workers will
be transfered to TL 1, since the global request was already
successful. Other available offers, which are not confirmed yet,
can still be confirmed or rejected afterwards. However, as soon
as all responses from all team leaders are available, the global
request will switch to Closed and the request can be removed
from the server.
A frequent exchange of information between clients requires a stable, fast, and reliable transfer of data. To tackle this
key issue, a channel-based communication protocol from Section V-C is used. Therefore, incoming and outgoing channels
were implemented to support the staff shift procedure. The
outgoing channels are divided into broadcast and individual
message channels. A client instance subscribes to a channel
and will be notified by the server in a given situation. This kind
of communication was realized using the WebSocket protocol
[23] that provides full-duplex communication channels. The
internal information-exchange format uses JSON as intermediate data representation.
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VI.

D OMAIN M ODEL AND DATABASE

B. Model of a Factory Worker

In order to directly link the Teamleader App to the actual
production processes, namely the concrete current situation
in the factory, we integrated a domain model as part of
the application’s backend. This model consists of a graph,
representing a semantic network that flexibly interconnects
information from different areas of the plant floor, on different
layers of granularity. The network combines a topology of
manufactured products with a model of the factory floor and
the staff profiles, and is used as a shared domain model by
different SmartF-IT applications (such as [1] and [2]). Apart
from the product hierarchy, it represents the structure of the
industrial facilities, consisting of production lines and their
work stations. A third type of data contained in the model is
the employee model, providing the application with detailed
structural and individual information on the factory staff. In
order to make these representations of products, lines and
employees a realtime model of the plant floor, several pieces of
up-to-date information have to be fed into the domain model.
Team leaders and workers are connected to their respective
responsibilities and work places. Planning figures, taken from
the ERP system, link manufacturing lines to the product
hierarchy, enabling the Teamleader App to check on production
targets and trigger the simulation of goal achievement w.r.t. the
respective staff configuration. Employees are interconnected
via hierarchical relationships that depict their areas of responsibility.

The information about workers’ skills and experience
needed by the Teamleader App in order to generate useful recommendations is taken from the part of the domain model that
represents the factory staff. This employee model represents
semantic relationships between the horizontal and vertical roles
of an employee in the factory (i.e., his tasks, work content, and
his position within the staff hierarchy) on the one hand, and
his skills (e.g., work experience) and individual requirements
on the other hand. Examples for the latter are an employee’s
handedness, language skills, allergies to specific materials, or
an inability to lift heavy weights or to distinguish colors. A
small excerpt of the worker model is visualized in Figure 9.
The qualification of workers is encoded within the History
nodes of a semantic network between products, assembly lines,
and employees. The application can, for instance, query the
model for workers that are experienced assemblers of product
p at assembly line l, and rank them using weighted aggregation
as described in Section V-A. The depicted subgraph shows how
information about a specific worker, Williams, is encoded in
the model. Williams himself is an assembly worker (shown by
the hasRole relationship), whose native language is English
and who currently works at work slot U6 S05, which belongs
to the slot group U6. Williams is associated to the product
hierarchy indirectly: his work place links via the produces
relation to the product group DGC (combi steam oven), that is
currently being produced at U6. In order to simulate production
processes, the Teamleader App will query, e.g., Williams’s
working experience w.r.t. the production of DGC (via the
hasExperience relationship).

A. Product Hierarchy and Facilities

Of course, such working experience has to be fed into the
model before it can be provided to applications such as the
Teamleader App. An automatic logging of production data is
most convenient for realtime model updates, and many modern
factories already implement the foundations of such logging in
the form of sensors that are part of the production lines and
that monitor, e.g., the execution of single process steps. In
enterprises that have no automated logging of process steps,
the staff’s working experience can be updated, e.g., on a daily
basis, using the production data from the preceding workday.
Similar to the degrees of freedom in modeling product hierarchies and facilities (cf. Section VI-A), the recording of
data can vary in its level of granularity. Simple counting of
assembled pieces can be refined to an informed logging about
the number of correctly vs. incorrectly assembled devices, with
results from the test rig incorporated in the data recording, or
even to logging of individual work steps.

Our approach of representing the domain as a semistructured data network (cf. Section VI-C) allows for flexible
modeling of products and plant floor facilities, customized for
the needs of individual enterprises. Depending on the enterprise’s requirements of production planning w.r.t. flexibility,
minuteness, lot size and breadth of product range, the product
hierarchy can be specified to an arbitrary level of detail,
starting from product groups or categories (e.g., steamer, cooking chamber), ranging over devices (steamer, combi-steamer)
and device types down to a fine-grained distinction between
device variants, e.g., country- and market-specific versions of
products.
The granularity of modeling the plant floor facilities depends on a factory’s individual philosophy and implementation
of the production process, and of course on the respective
product’s inherent properties. If the production consists mainly
of one-piece-flow processes with most of the assembly taking
place on the same spot, and with the help of a material shuttle,
the structural facility model might consist merely of floor areas
or work places. In cases of conveyer belt production with
clocked processes, or when a more fine-grained modeling of
responsibilities and production planning is required, we need
to represent individual production lines, work stations, and
maybe even process steps (the single operations or work steps,
executed automatically or by employees), which are in turn
connected to the product hierarchy, namely, to those product
variants that require these steps as part of their production
schedule.

Data logging is partially decoupled from an analysis of the
recorded data, because evaluation can aggregate over various
levels of logging. The assessment of a worker’s qualification
is done on aggregates of the original logs, e.g., by summing
over the number of devices of a specific type, assembled by
this worker within a certain interval, or by computing the ratio
of correctly executed work steps across devices. This is an
important factor in a scenario where not all desired use cases
of evaluation, i.e., modes of aggregation, are known at the time
of database modeling, or even at the time of data recording.
Different applications will have different interests w.r.t. the
modeled and recorded data, and therefore compute individual
aggregation functions on the graph.
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Figure 9. Excerpt of the domain model. Node colors denote the semantic groups of information encoded in the graph (blue: product hierarchy, dark green:
plant floor facilities, orange: worker experience as part of the employee model).

In the imperial/Miele scenario, the Teamleader App
presents worker experience on the level of product types or
variants, meaning that a relatively coarse data logging in
the form of daily updated production numbers is sufficient.
However, in order to ensure a fair and realistic assessment of
worker qualification, we plan to realize a feedback mechanism
using signals from the repair stations, in order to integrate
the knowledge about whether a device that failed testing was
incorrectly manufactured due to a mistake made by the worker,
or rather due to other factors, e.g., material deficiency or
tool abrasion. This goal entails another prerequisite, namely
that each single device that was produced relates back to
the workers involved in its production process. In modern
factories, this might be realized by barcode stickers or RFID
chips attached to the product, possibly even in the form of a
digital product memory [24].
C. Implementation of the Domain Model as Database Backend
Our domain model is implemented using the open-source,
Java-based graph database Neo4j [25]. Querying of the model
from within the application is realized by accessing Neo4j’s
RESTful interface. The model’s contents are derived from a
domain ontology (built using the Web Ontology Language
OWL, [26]) by automatically mapping the ontology’s concepts
and relations into the Neo4j graph database format (T-Box).
Once created, the graph can be populated and updated (A-Box)
at runtime with dynamically-changing data like a worker’s
history, retrieved by logging of assembly operations.
There are several reasons for choosing a graph database
over conventional storage formats like, e.g., SQL databases.
Regarding performance for path operations in highlyconnected data such as our domain model, relational databases
quickly become overburdened by queries of increasing complexity due to joins and index lookups; whereas in graph

databases, which use index-free adjacency in traversing from
node to node, query latency is relatively independent of the
database size and the number of connections (see [27], chapter
2). Note that denormalization for relational databases is not an
alternative here, since the data model is not tailored exclusively
to the needs of the staff planning app, but is instead meant to
provide a flexible, multi-purpose source of semantic information, with diverse applications reading from and writing to the
model. This implies that a) we cannot anticipate what relations
will be queried most frequently at runtime, and b) we need to
prepare for easy model update (e.g., based on sensor data),
in order to keep the graph a realtime model of the staff data.
Consequently, there is no use in optimizing read access for
specific relations at the cost of slower write access.
The most crucial benefit of graph databases in the context
of Industry 4.0 is that they allow for an explicit, intuitive,
and easily-expandable modeling of the complex semantic
dependencies that exist in modern factories, and that the
semantics of such graphs can easily be understood even by
users unfamiliar with conventional modeling languages like
the unified modeling language (UML).
VII.

P RODUCTION S IMULATION

When scheduling workers for different assembly lines, a
team leader is supplied with various information and key
figures via the APP. Part of this information are the expected
quantity forecasts considering planned workers, production
program and assembly times of individual product variants.
For this forecast, a simulation is run in the background of the
Teamleader App, in which a defined part of the value stream of
the steam oven assembly is mapped. The dynamic simulation
model, which is prepared with the software Plant Simulation
[28], is connected with the Teamleader App via database and is
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started by a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). The data exchange between the simulation model and the database occurs
via an ODBC module. In the database, the Teamleader App
deposits information such as worker assignment to the lines,
their qualifications and production program as parameters for
the model initialization.
If the HTTP is called in the Teamleader App, the simulation
model will be started. This happens during the rescheduling of
the worker to the assembly lines. Thereby, among other things,
the new worker allocation is deposited in the database and the
model is filled with these parameters. Afterwards, the simulation occurs, taking nearly three seconds for the simulation of an
entire shift (7.5 hours). At the end of the simulation, the results
of the simulation are stored in a database. The Teamleader App
recognizes the new result, reads it, and visualizes it in the front
end.
The value stream includes the individual areas of assembly
and test stands at the end of the assembly line. In the factory,
two organizational forms of assembly occur, which are mapped
in the simulation model. On the one hand, steam ovens are
assembled in one-piece-flow, on the other hand, fixed position
assembly is used at another assembly area (Figure 10 shows
an extract of the simulation model). During one-piece-flow, the
worker moves with the product to be assembled along different
assembly stations. At these stations, the material is provided
and the assembly process steps can be performed. Whereas in
the areas of the fixed position assembly, the whole assembly
process is executed at one station except for the functional test.
The one-piece-flow lines are displayed in the simulation
model as assembly rows and consist of five stations and
workplaces, which are spatially (edges) and temporally (intermittent, asynchronous) interlinked. In fixed position assembly,
separate stations and workplaces are modeled. In both cases,
the assembly happens according to the object principle. Figure
10 represents an extract of each of the two assembly areas of
the simulation. Each assembly station consists of a station and
the workplaces for the worker. In the case of one-piece-flow
the worker will move from station to station, following the
product until it is fully assembled. For each station the process
times (depending on product variants) are stored in a table. A
source will provide the assembly station or assembly lines with
various products (orders), which are listed in the production
program table.
As in reality, the test stands are positioned at the end of the
assembly lines, whereas an assembly line is followed by one
test stand. The test stands can be fed with complete assembled
products by every line. Depending on the inspection scope,
assembled products are outsourced to adjacent test stands,
which is also considered in the model. Since long distances
need to be walked to faraway test stands, which has an impact
on the produced quantity, the workers are sent with their
products to the adjacent test stands.
The qualification of the worker also has an impact on the
quantity. In the model this aspect is considered, due to the
factors assembly area, one-piece-flow, fixed position assembly
and inspection. This is also reflected by the deposited worker
model.
In the first version of the simulation model, no optimization
was performed regarding the worker scheduling. The model

Assembly Line with five stations – one piece flow

Area with ten work places - fixed position assembly

Legend:

source

station

workplace

table

Figure 10. Model extractions representing one-piece-flow and fixed position
assembly.

shows possible consequences of a team leader’s decision and
supports him regarding his selection. The team leader has the
final say because many soft framework conditions need to
be considered, such as the education of new workers or the
performance of a team, which are hard to simulate.
VIII.

C ASE S TUDY

To receive further insights into the requirements and needs
of team leaders, we decided to conduct a user study with
the additional goal in mind to evaluate the usability of the
current prototype (a typical step in the user-centered design
process [29]). Specifically, we wanted to confirm the following
hypotheses:
H1
H2

Team leaders will in general be able to use the
current prototype without instructions.
Team leaders will appreciate the functions offered
and can imagine using them in their daily work.

We also expected the team leaders to provide us with more
ideas for functions that could ease their work further.
A. Method
The study was conducted during the working hours at
the work place of the team leaders. We conducted a single
session with each participant and closed the study with a group
discussion session in which their supervisor, who had also a
general notion of how the app works, was also present. Every
session took approximately 30 minutes. The mobile application
was shown on an 8-inch tablet.
In respect to the goals of the user study and the hypotheses to test, we decided to let the team leaders explore the
application on their own without any explanation beforehand.
The participants were encouraged to think aloud while using
the system, as suggested by [30] and [31], to reveal positive
and negative design decisions and observe their interactions.
To ensure that every team leader would be exposed to all
implemented features, we guided them to certain functions,
if observation indicated that they would fail to find them
otherwise. As stated before, some of the team leaders were
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involved in the earlier requirements analysis and thus might
have remembered which functions the system should offer
in principle, but no team leader saw the current prototype
state in advance. Prior to any interaction, the team leaders
answered a pre-session questionnaire collecting general information (e.g., how much experience they have with tablets) and
questions about problems in their daily work that could be
overcome with technical aids. After the exploratory interaction
phase a System Usability Scale (SUS) [32] was provided as
well as a post-session questionnaire with quantitative questions
(e.g., “I think I can ease my daily work with the team leader
app”) to be answered on 5-point Likert scales and qualitative
questions (e.g., “Which of the features seen needs improvement?”).
The group discussion took place three hours after the
first single session and focused mainly on the impression
the participants had of the application. We thus followed an
unstructured interview technique.
B. Results
The study was conducted with five team leaders. Even
though the number of participants looks small, we refer the
reader to the work of Nielsen [33] in which three to five
participants were reported to be sufficient to find nearly
all usability problems in a system. The average age of the
participants was 36 years (SD=6.78, Mdn=36) and they all
reported having intermediate experience (M=3, SD=0, Mdn=3)
with computers. Each of them owns a smartphone (reported
experience level: M=3.6, SD=0.55, Mdn=4) while only two
own a tablet (reported experience level: M=1.8, SD=0.84,
Mdn=2). In general, the team leaders reported to be open to
technical innovations (M=3.8, SD=0.45, Mdn=4).
1) Potential Technical Improvements: The team leaders are
convinced that technical aids can support them in their daily
work (M=4.2, SD=0.84, Mdn=4). We asked them to state up to
three aspects (without providing answering options) that could
be supported and how they could imagine being supported
by a system. Interestingly, three of the five participants stated
that currently communication seems to be problematic and
assistance applications for this might be helpful. Twice an
improved access to specific data (e.g., which malfunctions are
currently active, or a direct overview of how many products
were created on a given day and tested without error) was
mentioned. One team leader stated that better mobility of
mobile applications would also be beneficial, as access to
specific subsystems is currently only available from stationary
work stations.
2) Perception of Features and App in General: Concerning
the quantitative and qualitative questions in the post-session
questionnaire, we learned that the team leaders think that the
team leader app is a reasonable innovation (M=4.6, SD=0.55,
Mdn=5) and that it eases their work (M=4.8, SD=0.45,
Mdn=5). This serves as evidence for H2. We asked them
(again, without providing any options to select from), which
features were perceived as most useful. Table I shows an
overview of them. Concerning the results reported so far, the
mentioned features are easily explainable. The capability to
exchange an employee and the option to receive an overview of
workers at assembly lines together with system-derived values

helps to make expert knowledge (which every team leader has
for his own assembly line) available to others and thus eases
the communication among the team leaders. The prediction
system, on the other hand, also seems useful as it provides
a simple-to-understand number to find out what consequences
the exchange will have. This again serves as a formalization
of expert knowledge. These aspects were also confirmed in the
group discussion.
TABLE I.

OVERVIEW OF PERCEIVED MOST HELPFUL FEATURES

Feature
Exchange of an employee
View of worker attributes (experience, quality, productivity)
Prediction system
Overview of workers at an assembly line

Times mentioned
4
3
3
3

3) Usability: The observation of the participants has shown
that the participants in general were able to interact with the
application without instructions. The core problem observed
though was that they were not so sure which areas were
clickable (and thus lead to further information) without trying
it. Even though this testing helped the team leaders to explore
the functionality of the app, we are reluctant to accept this
as evidence for H2 and will test this specifically in the next
iteration of our user-centered design cycle. For this, we will
also fix the usability problems revealed in this study (by observation and discussion, cf. Table II). The System Usability Score
(SUS) [32] supports this further as an average score of 62
(min=50, max=70) indicates issues (as the maximal achievable
score is 100). Following the work of Lewis and Sauro [34], we
can distinguish between the usability part and the learnability
part of the SUS; we still see these issues (usability score
of 60.63) but the learnability is slightly better (67.5). The
quantitative questions concerning the usability indicated that
team leaders think that the usage of an 8 inch tablet is not
the worst possibility (M=1.4, SD=0.89, M=1), but also not
the best option (M=3.9, SD=1.1, Mdn=3). Also when actively
asked, the navigation was perceived as improvable (M=3.6,
SD=1.14, Mdn=4) and the graphics seem not to be completely
understandable (M=2.8, SD=1.48, Mdn=3). The text parts of
the app seamed to be better understandable (M=4.2 SD=1.1,
Mdn=5) and the selection of color could be improved (M=3.2,
SD=1.3, Mdn=3).
TABLE II.

OVERVIEW OF FOUND USABILITY PROBLEMS

Usability issues
• Unclear navigation in terms of which areas are clickable and lead to
further information
• The association between a worker and his corresponding line (when
a team leader supervises more than one assembly line) is unclear
• Buttons and font sizes are sometimes too small
• The assembly line overview is not completely clear at a first glance
(prediction of assembly line outcome was interpreted as prediction of
worker performance, which is given only indirectly)
• More explanations on the way the application works are needed
(e.g., how stars are derived)
• The exchange of an employee view was not intuitive enough. The
different statistics were unclear and the team leaders had the feeling
that to make a good decision they need further information that is not
yet accessible directly in this view. Additionally, more information on
the exchange status should be integrated, as the team leaders were not
sure what happens after they have sent a request.
• The arrival of in-app e-mails should be made more obvious.

4) Requested Features: Several features could be elicited
that could potentially ease the work of team leaders and
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would in consequence further improve the perception of the
Teamleader App.
•

It should also be possible to rate specific workers, to
establish a second measure besides the system-derived
measurement. In consequence, the team leaders also
want to make notes on the different workers.

•

More information about the workers should be accessible (e.g., how many products they have built).

•

The application should offer the option to exchange
workers only for a specific amount of time.

•

The application should directly integrate other different sub-systems (e.g., ERP systems).

•

There should be more options in the exchange; i.e., it
should be possible to directly request specific workers (because experienced team leaders have certain
knowledge about many workers) or request workers
that fulfill other specific attributes (e.g., can drive a
specific vehicle).

•

Team leaders want to see the state of assembly lines
of other team leaders. Here, they do not want to see
every detail, but rather an overview of the line.

As these features focus on making expert knowledge
digitally available, ease communication further and improve
mobility, it seems reasonable to implement them in the next
iteration.

It also showed that there is still room for improvement to make
the application usable without explanation. A set of additional
features was identified which could significantly improve the
use of the Teamleader App in everyday work.
In future work, it is planned to improve the interaction concept of the mobile application. The usability issues identified in
the case study form the entry point for this work. Further on, a
set of new features that were suggested by team leaders will be
included. After these improvements are realized, a discussion
with the team leaders will follow to check if the improvements
match their intention. Then, an evaluation is planned where
team leaders use the application over a period of time during
their work. It will show the benefit of the application in the
real production context. In parallel, it is planned to evaluate
the quality of production simulation. Historic data has been
recorded that will be used to measure the correctness of values
simulated by the system.
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Abstract— The Internet shows limited performances for users’
needs, especially on content sharing and video streaming.
Content-Oriented Networks (CONs) are efficient approaches
for such uses. They abandon the location-based routing of the
Internet (IP routing) for a content identifier-based routing. In
CONs, users must know the exact content identifier to request
it. To give users an easier use of CONs, we quantitatively
compare two keyword-based search features for CON: the
existing Independent Search and Merge (ISM) and Keywordbased Breadcrumbs (KBC) we propose. While ISM uses
routers to store mapping information between a content and its
locations, and between a keyword and its corresponding
contents, the proposed KBC simply uses routers to store
information about contents went through them, in CONs based
on Breadcrumbs (BC). We present in this paper the working
schemes of ISM and KBC, and we compare their advantages
and inconvenience, and their performances using simulation
results.
Keywords-Keywords-based Breadcrumbs; Independent Search
and Merge; Content-Oriented Network; search; keyword; cache.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The current Internet was made for an efficient
communication between two machines by its host-to-host
architecture. Nowadays, main use of the Internet is to watch
video streams and to share contents, but the host-to-host
architecture has limited performances. That is the reason
why we present Keyword-based Breadcrumbs (KBC) [1],
another network architecture with a user-friendly content
searching feature exploiting its specificities. The inspiration
comes from peer-to-peer (BitTorrent), which improves
content sharing performances by coordinating several users
by the contents they have. Content-Oriented Network
(CON), which is a network architecture based on peer-topeer features, is an alternative to the current Internet. In
CON, messages are routed using content identifier instead of
location identifier. In-network caches can store copies of
contents while keeping the same content identifier. A content
and its copies are considered identical when requesting it.
As for CON, several routing methods have been
proposed to realize it [2][3]. In our work, we particularly
focus on Breadcrumbs (BC) [4][5] due to its attractive
features described in Section II. BC is a feasible hybrid
solution that simply provides content-oriented capability
over the current IP network. This BC-based CON has simple

content caching, location and routing systems. In BC, we
assume that users and possibly routers have a content cache.
Routers have also a BC table used to route requests. When
content passes through a router, a BC entry is created in its
BC table to indicate the direction of the cached content. If
the content goes through a node having a content cache, the
content is cached. Requests are firstly sent to a server to
download contents by using IP routing. When a request
arrives at a router where a BC entry for the same content
identifier exists, the request is redirected to follow the
direction shown in the BC entry. Each next node will redirect
the request according to the direction in BC entries until
finding the content in a content cache. If an issue occurs
during the redirection, the BC entries are invalidated and the
request is forwarded again to the server by IP routing.
To perform the routing, content identifiers must be
unique. This uniqueness makes the requests difficult from a
user’s point of view. This problem also exists in the current
Internet with URLs, and it leads to the need to use web
search engines. Current web search engines are not an
efficient solution because they use location and they cannot
use cached content information. Hence, we propose KBC
[1]. We extensively designed the BC framework to
complement it with a keyword-based search feature while
keeping the way of working of BC and its advantages. We
introduced different KBC request behaviors to retrieve
answers. Also, we have implemented another keyword-based
retrieval function called Independent Search and Merge
(ISM) [6] for comparing their architecture and their
performances.
In this paper, we present CONs. Then, we propose
principle, specifics, and settings of KBC. After that, we
describe also principle, specifics, and settings of ISM. We
evaluate KBC and ISM performances by comparing them
with some simulation scenario. After, we summarize the
advantages and inconveniences of KBC and ISM, we
conclude about our choice to work on KBC, and we talk
about our future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Our work is an enhancement of CONs from a user’s
point of view. Hence, we compared several CONs and chose
the one with interesting characteristics.
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A. Related CON schemes
To create a CON, several schemes have been proposed.
The Data oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [7], the
Network of Information (NetInf) [8], the Publish-Subscribe
Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [9], and the ContentCentric Networking (CCN) [10] are the main approaches. In
DONA, sources publish contents into the network and their
information is spread to the nodes called resolution handlers.
A request goes to a resolution handler to be routed to the
content. Then, the content is sent back to the requester by the
reverse path or by a shortest route. NetInf can retrieve
contents by name resolution and by name-based routing.
Depending on the model used, the publication of a content
uses a Name Resolution Service (NRS) by registering the
link between the name and the locator, or it uses a routing
protocol to announce the routing information. A node having
a content copy can register it with NRS and by adding a new
name/location binding. If an NRS is available, the requester
can first resolve a content name into several available
locators and find a copy from the best source. Alternatively,
the requester can send a request with the content name for
finding a content copy by name-based routing. Then, content
found is sent back to the requester. In PSIRP, contents are
published into the network but publications receive a
particular Name Scope. Users can subscribe to contents.
Publications and subscriptions are linked by a rendezvous
system. It uses the scope identifier requested and the
rendezvous identifier to form the name of the content. And
by a matching procedure, the corresponding forwarding
identifier is sent to the content source. Then, the content is
sent to the requester. In CCN, contents are published at
servers and nodes, and routing protocols are used to
distribute the content location information. Requests are
forwarded toward a publisher location. CCN router
maintains a Pending Interest Table (PIT) for outstanding
requests. PIT maintains this state for all requests and maps
them to the requester network interfaces. Contents are then
sent to the requester interfaces. CCN can perform on-path
caching: when a content arrives at a router, this router can
cache a content copy. It allows subsequent received requests
for that content to be answered from that cache. While the
namespace of DONA, NetInf and PSIRP are flat and names
are not human-readable, the CCN namespace is hierarchical
and the names can be human-readable. Flat namespace
allows persistent names while the hierarchical one is IP
compatible. With flat namespace, the routing is structured
and the control overhead is low. With hierarchical
namespace, the routing is unstructured based on flooding and
the control overhead is high.
B. Breadcrumbs-based CON
We particularly focus on Breadcrumbs [4][5], which has
been designed to reduce server loads and to form an
autonomous CON in cooperation with cached contents. The
network is a cache network where routers can cache contents
and manage a table of BC entries, which are guidance
information to a node holding the corresponding content.
Note that in our research, actually, not core nodes but edge
nodes including STBs or terminals only have content caches

(a) Download of a content from a server

(b) Download of a content using Breadcrumbs information
Figure 1. Breadcrumbs system overview

for higher feasibility, though this limitation can be removed
easily. When a content passes through a router, this router
creates in its BC table a BC entry corresponding to the
content as shown in Figure 1 (a). A BC (BC entry) is data
containing the content ID, the next node and the previous
node on the content path, and the most recent time at which
the content was requested and was forwarded via this router.
BC is used for in-network guiding of request. Nodes
information in BC is used to route requests. Time
information is used to manage BCs in BC table and delete
the outdated ones (since the last time update if any). When a
request is created at a user node, its destination is set to a
server containing the desired content in an ideal case. On its
path, if the request encounters a router where a BC
corresponding to the desired content exists, the router will
redirect the request to the direction of the next node indicated
by the BC entry, and the subsequent BC trail, series of BC
entries, will guide the request until it finds the content in a
cache as shown in Figure 1 (b). If a problem occurs during
this redirection (content not cached at BC trail destination,
lack of BC entry in the BC trail), the request is redirected to
its initial server by IP routing while invalidating the whole
corresponding BC entries. Hence, BC trails can be followed
in both directions: one is used for finding content, and the
other one is used to invalidate the BC trail. Namely, through
tracing a series of BC entries, a request can follow the
content downloaded previously. Some advantages are that
the server loads are reduced and that there is no need to
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implement coordination protocol for cached contents. Also,
it combines IP-routing for the first destination of request and
BC trail routing when a right BC is found on path by
requests. In terms of feasibility and scalability, BC is very
interesting. It combines location-based routing and content
name-based routing. Moreover, since location-based routing
is the default routing system, BC can work in a partial
deployment scenario allowing incremental deployment in the
network. It has been demonstrated that this partial
deployment is feasible but the performances highly depend
on the deployment proportion [11]. Nevertheless, it has been
shown that overlay can be used to improve these
performances too.
C. Unknown contents search feature in CON
Regarding the keyword-based search feature for CON,
some approaches have been proposed. It is important to add
this feature in CON because the current web search engines
use centralized data centers, and they cannot access caches.
Hence, some advantages due to basic concepts of CON are
not used. One approach to provide such a feature is to
implement a system similar to typical multimedia search
engines into CCN [12]. This system searches the contents
similar to the content the user includes inside its request.
When a search by content name is performed, the search
interest is flooded over the network. Each node sharing
searchable content performs a feature extraction task: a
feature vector containing information about the content
characteristics is extracted for each content, and an index is
formed for each content type. When a request for similar
contents is received by a node, it performs similarity search
by comparing the request descriptors (the feature vector of
the content requested) against the index to find a set of the
most similar contents. When a node has similar contents, a
new content is created: it is a collection of corresponding
CCN links constituted by a label name for the similar object
descriptors and a target name for the CCN name. An interest
is sent to the requester to inform him about its availability.
He requests the collection objects from each interest
received. Then, data packets carrying the collections of
names of similar objects are sent to the requester. This
approach seems to be extendable to a keyword-based search
feature but it does not seem feasible for a network such as
the current Internet because of the flooding of messages all
over the network.
Another approach consists in giving each keyword (or
group of keywords) a numerical keyword ID as in
Independent Search and Merge and Integrated Keywords
Search [6]. Using these keyword IDs, the system can retrieve
the answers for a keyword-based request by finding contents
related to the keyword. This information is stored in router
tables. We will develop Independent Search and Merge
mechanisms in Section IV.
The approach we work on is Keyword-based
Breadcrumbs [1]. The main idea is to use the specificities of
Breadcrumbs [4], content information stored in routers onpath, to store also keywords related to content in routers on
the content path. When a keyword-based request arrives at a
router, all content information is checked and if some

(a) Download of a content from a server

(b) System behavior to a keyword-based request
Figure 2. Keyword-based Breadcrumbs system overview

contents have all the requested keywords, the request is
copied to find these contents using BC specifics. These
mechanisms will be explained in the next section.
III.

KEYWORD-BASED BREADCRUMBS – OUR PROPOSAL

In order to have a feasible and scalable keyword-based
search feature for CON, we propose Keyword-based
Breadcrumbs (KBC). Our goal is to add an intrinsic
keyword-based search feature to BC system while preserving
the BC advantages in terms of simplicity, scalability,
feasibility and working. For this purpose, we add elements to
BC system to allow two ways of working: the standard
working using content name-based request and sending back
of content, and a new one using keyword-based request,
where KBC entries are used to find other contents in other
location than server, and where answers are information
about content and not the content itself. To distinguish BC
system and KBC system, BC entry will be renamed to KBC
entry from now when it concerns KBC system.
A. Principle of the Keyword-Based Search Feature
The basic idea is to use KBC to find closest
corresponding contents. In the initial state, there are no
cached contents and no guidance information. When a
content is downloaded, KBCs are created on-path like in the
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BC system as shown in Figure 2 (a). The difference appears
for a keywords-based request. For the KBC request, the first
destination remains a server. If the request reaches a node
with one or more KBC entries whose keywords correspond
to the requested ones, the request will be replicated as shown
in Figure 2 (b). Replicated requests follow their KBC trail
while the original request continues its path to the server.
Then, when a right content is found, an answer containing
the content ID, its list of keywords and its location is sent
back to the requester. By this method, the requester can get a
large number of answers with information for choosing the
one he wants and if there are several identical contents, he
can select the closest one. Also, IP-routing is used for
downloading a content found by such a request because the
answer gives the content ID and the location, and so
performing another BC request for this content ID is
unnecessary.
B. Specificities of KBC
In the proposed KBC system, we created new messages
type: requests by keywords (KBC request, in opposition to
BC request for a request by content ID) and answer (to KBC
request because for BC request the answer is the content
itself). We set rules for managing the behavior of KBC
request. Also, some additions have been done to nodes to
allow the use of keywords. As described previously, content
has its list of keywords in addition to its ID for the creation
of KBCs. Each server contains contents and a server table,
which contains some of its closest other servers. This
information is used to redirect KBC request for having
enough answers. KBC entry contains the content ID, the
content keywords, the next node and the previous node on
the content path, and the most recent time the content was
requested by its ID and was seen at this node. Time
information is used to manage KBC in KBC table. If a KBC
timer reaches the time out limit because of inactivity, it is
deleted. KBC request contains the list of keywords set by the
requester, a request ID for managing answers and for
avoiding the previous issue, and the last node ID on its path.
An answer contains the content ID and its list of keywords
for allowing the user to know if this answer corresponds to
the content he wants. Also, it contains the request ID for
linking the answer to its request. And it contains the location
of the content for allowing the requester to select the closest
one he wants between several identical contents. Note that an
answer must not contain the content itself. The goal is to
search corresponding contents, but the user has to select the
content(s) he wants from the answers list before the
download. Thus, answers to KBC requests are only
information about contents and not the contents themselves.
We also made some optimization for reducing the number of
request replications:
 Routers have a KBC table and a KBC request table
containing the request IDs of recent KBC requests
that went through them. This table exists to avoid an
issue of KBC request replications loop. This issue
happens when a triangle of routers is as follows: one
KBC trail follows two edges and another one with
the same keywords list follows the last edge in the

Figure 3. KBC request replications loop

Figure 4. KBC request flooding by following a KBC trail





same way. Figure 3 presents such a situation. The
two nodes containing these two KBC entries (nodes
2 and 3) create KBC request replication whenever
KBC request for the corresponding keywords list
goes in. In node 2, a replication is made for the black
KBC trail, and in node 3 a replication is made for the
white KBC trail, which will go again in node 2 via
node 1, and so on.
In KBC request, the information of the last node ID
on path is used to reduce useless replications. When
a request follows even partially a KBC trail on its
reverse path, each router will replicate the request to
follow this KBC trail as shown in Figure 4. Then, a
lot of replications are created for only a single KBC
trail. Only the first replication to follow the KBC
trail is enough, others flood the network. Hence, if
the next node shown in KBC is equal to the previous
node on the request path, the request is not
replicated.
In KBC answer, the addition of the content location
assures to choose the closest content between the
answers. And also, the following request for a
content found by this KBC search will not perform
another search in the network (BC request) because
this work was already done with the KBC search.
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C. KBC request settings
An important challenge for keyword-based search feature
in CON is to be efficient while not overloading the network
and limiting the messages flooding. We propose here two
KBC request settings to manage their behavior. As explained
previously, a request needs a server destination at its
creation. In “1 Server”, the KBC request is sent to one server
only, but we set a threshold of minimum number of answers
found in server. If this threshold is not reached, the request is
redirected to another server, which was not reached yet by
the request, thanks to the servers table. In “1 Server
Extended”, we keep the settings from “1 Server” but we
propose to add new information in contents and KBCs, the
origin server location of the content. If a KBC request finds a
KBC entry whose origin server is not one of the destination
servers, a request replication is created to go to the new
server. For “1 server extended”, we also made some
optimizations:
 We add also in KBC request a list of destination
servers, which is updated at each replication for a
server to avoid useless replications.
 We add to server a past history request ID table to
avoid several answers for the same KBC request ID.
The server sends answers for a KBC request only
one time for each KBC request ID.
 For a KBC request, original destination server and
other destination servers found on-path are
distinguished. The threshold of minimum number of
answers found in servers is tried to be reached only
with the original destination server.
IV.

INDEPENDENT SEARCH AND MERGE – COMPARED
METHOD

To evaluate the efficiency of KBC, we implemented
another similar existing approach: Independent Search and
Merge (ISM) [6]. In ISM, content ID and keywords
describing the content are used to publish content. During a
keyword-based search, some routers retrieve content IDs
corresponding to the requested keywords. Then, at the user
device, only the intersection of all content IDs retrieved are
shown as the answers of the search. Then, user can perform
a search using the content ID he selected.
A. Principle of Independent Search and Merge Feature
The main idea is to link content ID to content locations,
and to link keyword to corresponding content IDs. Hence,
knowing a content ID allows the network to find easily all
locations of the content. Also, by searching for some
keywords, the network can retrieve easily content IDs
corresponding to each keyword, and by taking into account
only the intersection of all lists of answers, the user has its
final list of results. One characteristic point in ISM is that
each keyword is managed independently. To store all this
information, routers are used. They have 2 tables: A Content
Search Table, which stores for each content ID the
corresponding content locations, and a Keyword Search
Table, which stores for each keyword the corresponding
content IDs. Also, using some algorithms, these 2 tables are

not redundant between all routers. Each router is assigned to
specific keywords and content IDs.
Registering a content: To register a content, we need to map
the content ID and the content location, and we need to map
each keyword and the content ID. For this purpose, we
convert each keyword to a keyword ID, similar to content
ID but belonging to a different domain, by using a predefined hash function. Also, another hash function is used to
map any ID (content ID or keyword ID) to an IP address.
The resulting IP address must correspond to an existing
router IP address. If it is not the case, the hash function is
applied again until generating a valid IP address. The
generation of a valid IP address is assured by the use of
DMap [13]. Regarding the content location, the previous
hash function is applied to the content ID to generate the
router IP address corresponding to this content ID. Then, an
insert request containing the content ID and the content
location is sent to this router. Once the router receives this
insert request, the new mapping entry is added in the router
Content Search Table. Regarding the keywords, each
keyword is converted into a keyword ID, and for each
keyword ID a router IP address is generated. For each
keyword ID, an insert request containing the keyword ID
and the content ID is sent to the corresponding router. Once
the router receives this insert request, the mapping
information is added to the router Keyword Search Table.
Because content ID and keyword ID domains are different,
routers can distinguish if the insert request concerns the
Content Search Table or the Keyword Search Table. This
scheme is explained in Figure 5 (a), where Content 1 is
uploaded in the server S1. Once the upload is done, the
content needs to be registered. Hence, S1 creates an insert
request to link Content 1 ID CID1 and its location S1, and 3
insert requests to link the keywords KW1, KW2 and KW3
to CID1. For the first insert request, the hash function is
used on CID1, and the result is the IP address of the router
R4. Hence, this insert request is sent to R4. For the
keywords, they are first converted to keyword IDs KID1,
KID2, and KID3 by another hash function, then the previous
hash function is used. KID1 leads to R1, KID2 leads to R2,
and KID3 leads to R3.
1) Requesting a content by its content ID: To request a
content using its content ID, we just need to apply the hash
function to the content ID to obtain the router IP address
where the information about the content locations is stored.
A request containing the content ID and the requester IP
address is sent to the corresponding router. Then the router
sends back the content locations found in its Content Search
Table. Finally, the requester needs to send a similar request
to one of the content locations answered to download the
content.
2) Keyword-based request: The user makes a request by
using several keywords. At the user node, each keyword is
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V.

EVALUATION

To evaluate KBC, we used different simulation
scenarios for KBC and ISM. We use the simulation results
to compare them.
A. Simulation Scenario

(a) Registering of a content

(b) System behavior to a keyword-based request followed by a content
download request
Figure 5. Independent Search and Merge system overview

converted to a keyword ID using the same pre-defined hash
function as the one used for registering contents. Then, for
each keyword ID, the other hash function is applied to have
the IP address of routers having information about these
keywords. Hence, for each keyword ID, a request containing
the keyword ID and the requester IP address is sent to the
corresponding router IP address. At the router, the list of
content IDs corresponding to the keyword ID is retrieved
from the router Keyword Search Table and sent to the
requester. Once the requester received all answers, only the
content IDs shared by all lists are kept and shown to the
requester. Finally, the requester can select one of the content
IDs to perform a request using the content ID. This
behavior is explained in Figure 5 (b). User A makes a
keyword-based request with the keyword KW1 and KW2.
They are converted into the keyword IDs KID1 and KID2.
By using the hash function, KID1 leads to the router R1,
and KID2 leads to the router R2. The content ID
information is sent back to user A: CID1 by KID1, and
CID1 by KID2. Only the content IDs in common are kept:
CID1. Then user A requests the content CID1. By using the
hash function, it leads to the router R4. CID1 location (S1)
is sent back to user A. Finally, user A sends a request for
CID1 at server S1, and S1 replies the content CID1.

1) General settings:
 Network Topology: To evaluate the proposed
schemes, we use a flat router-network based on the
Waxman model on a lattice points of 1000x1000,
α=0.1 and β=0.05 [14]. There are 1000 routers, 5000
users and 50 servers. Each router is linked to five
users and the server locations are chosen according
to uniformly random distribution. Regarding caches,
only edge nodes including STBs or terminals have
content caches for higher feasibility, though this
limitation can be removed easily. Each cache can
have a maximum of two contents.
 Keywords: we set three types of keywords (KW1,
KW2 and KW3), which are hierarchically linked. All
contents and requests contain one of each previous
type of keywords (1 KW1, 1 KW2 and 1 KW3). In
KBC system, a KBC request is initially routed
toward a server. Keyword types are hierarchical for
practicability of the initial routing. KW1 represents
the main characteristic of the content (video, audio,
etc.). Only keywords belonging to a single KW1 are
used. KW2 represents a sub-domain of KW1 (if
KW1 is “Video”, KW2 can be “Action”, “News”,
“Sports”, etc.). There are 25 different keywords for
KW2. KW3 is a more specific keyword describing
more precisely the content. For each KW2, there are
four keywords possible for KW3. In total, 100
keywords combinations are possible.
 Contents: Servers contain in total 10,000 contents,
which are all unique by their content ID and which
are all defined by three random keywords (one of
each keyword type). Hence, each keyword
combination corresponds to around 100 contents.
Also, servers have the same contents during all the
simulation time and for each simulation.
 Requests: The two types of user request (by content
ID and by keywords) are generated at an
independent, identical and exponentially-distributed
random interval. In a first time, 50,000 requests by
content ID are made for initializing the network and
for spreading contents information. Then, we study
the systems for 55,000 content ID-based requests
and a variable number of keyword-based requests
depending on the wanted ratio between these two
request types.
 Answers: When answers for keyword-based requests
are received, one of them is selected to download the
content.
We have four requests patterns to switch between content
ID-based (CID) requests and keyword-based (KW) requests.
For 1 KW request, 2 CID requests are performed (2 CID), 4
CID requests are performed (4 CID), 10 CID requests are
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performed (10 CID) or 15 CID requests are performed (15
CID). Also, we set four thresholds for the minimum number
of answers found in servers: 5, 10, 15 and 20. For each
threshold value, we average the results for each different
requests pattern to focus on the threshold values.
2) Keyword-based Breadcrumbs: To evaluate KBC, we
use a modified version of Breadcrumbs+ (BC+) simulator
[5] for implementing KBC. Hence, BC+ with adaptive
invalidation is used instead of BC. It is an improvement of
BC to avoid the issue in which some requests cannot reach
the intended content in a particular situation. The
differences with BC are that a BC+ entry has a list of the
previous nodes on the content path instead of the previous
one only, and if at the end of a BC trail, content is replaced
or cannot be cached, an invalidation message is sent to all
the nodes in this previous nodes list.
 Servers: Each server has address information of its
three nearest server neighbors to redirect the requests
in the situation where the threshold number of
answers from servers is not reached. Servers have
also a list of request IDs of requests, which went to
them. We did not set a size for this set. However, it
can be easily done by setting a time out to entries.
 KBC table: It does not have limitation about its size
but information about its size is collected during
simulations.
3) Independent Search and Merge: In ISM, all
information is in router tables. All content IDs are equally
distributed between all routers, and all keyword IDs are
equally distributed between all routers. The function used to
link IDs to router addresses is pre-defined. Also, at the
beginning of the simulation, the information of contents in
servers are known by the corresponding tables (content IDcontent location, and keyword ID-content ID).

Figure 6. Content retrieval efficiency for KBC requests

Figure 7. KBC request replications

B. Performances
1) Keyword-based Breadcrumbs: Figure 6 presents the
efficiency of KBC system for retrieving right contents. The
setting of 1 Server has limited performances because
requests are restrained to a close area of the first destination
server. 1 Server Extended shows high efficiency for finding
different but right contents.
Figure 7 shows the number of KBC request replications.
With 1 Server, requests are replicated only few times in
mean, which means that it does not degrade the network
performances. With 1 Server Extended, replications are
numerous and can interfere with a good network working.
The repartition of answers between caches and servers
shown in Figure 8 is also interesting because it indicates how
many KBC trails are successfully followed. Once again in 1
Server, the results are low. On the other hand, 1 Server
Extended can find a lot of corresponding KBC trails even if
the threshold in server is low. In a small network area, KBC
requests can easily find a KBC about a content from outside
of this area. Hence with 1 Server Extended, KBC requests

Figure 8. Repartition of answers from server or cache, and number of
unique contents found (without taking into account identical contents)

can go all over the network. It is confirmed by the equality
between the number of different contents found (Unique
Contents) and the number of contents found in servers.
Figure 9 shows how many KBC requests do not gather
enough answers in servers. It indicates which thresholds are
fitting or not, knowing the number of contents and their
keywords. As expected, the lower the threshold is, the lower
the failing rate is. But if the threshold is too low, user does
not receive enough answers. About this trade-off, choosing a
medium threshold (10 or 15) seems a good compromise.
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Figure 9. KBC reaching threshold failing rate
TABLE I.

Figure 10. Mean number of packets per unit time for KBC, BC and
ISM

KBC TABLE SIZE

Mean size of KBC
table

Unbiased variance
of KBC table size

Standard deviation
of KBC table size

71

712

28

TABLE II.

NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN ISM TABLES

Mean number of
entries in Content
Search Table

Mean number of
entries in Keyword
Search Table

10

0.125

TABLE III.

NUMBER OF CONTENT LOCATIONS FOUND IN ISM

Minimum
number of
locations
found

Maximum
number of
locations
found

Mean
number of
locations
found

Standard
deviation
of number
of locations
found

1

1694

7

49

Percentage
of cases
where only
the server
location
exists
15%

Regarding the KBC tables, no limit was set because the
needed size is important to know. Table I presents the mean
size of KBC table with its unbiased variance and its standard
deviation. Viewing these results, we can propose to have a
KBC table of 100 entries, which is 1/100 of all contents in
our simulated network.
2) Independent Search and Merge: Router tables being
the center of ISM mechanism, we take a look at them.
Content and keyword information are distributed between
all routers tables. Table II shows primary information about
ISM tables. The Keyword Search Table (KST) is
conditioned only by the number of keywords and the
number of content using these keywords. Here, we have 125
keywords, which correspond to 125 KST entries distributed
in the 1000 routers KSTs. Hence, if there are too many
keywords, this table becomes too huge and unfeasable. This
is a limitation of ISM. About the Content Search Table
(CST), its size depends on the number of contents and the
number of their locations. Here, we have 10000 contents,

Figure 11. Mean no. of hops to perform a keyword-based request

which correspond to 10000 CST entries distributed in the
1000 routers CSTs. Table III shows the mean number of
locations for a single content and its standard deviation. At
least, each content can be found at a server. For all contents,
there is in mean 7 user cache locations to find it, and in only
15% of keyword-based requests, only the server location
was registered.
Another aspect is the efficiency for retrieving results. ISM
presents a 100% of efficiency thanks to its mechanism.
However, it is counterbalanced by the necessity for routers
tables to have information of all keywords and all contents.
3) Comparative results: To compare KBC and ISM, we
focused on several aspects.
The mean number of packets in the network per unit time
indicates which one implies the more messages creation and
management in mean. As shown in Figure 10, KBC with the
setting “1 Server” induces the least flooding where the
setting “1 Server Extended” induces the higher flooding.
ISM is between them, however, depending on the threshold,
KBC “1 Server Extended” induces between 2% and 12%
more packets than ISM, which is still acceptable.
Figure 11 shows the search time and the download time
for a keyword-based request by using hop count. The lines
correspond to ISM results. For KBC “1 Server Extended”,
the number of necessary hops to perform a keyword-based
search depends on the minimum number of answers from
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server threshold. The higher the threshold is, the higher the
number of hops is. Even with a high threshold, performances
of ISM are worse than KBC. It can be explained by the
routers locations for gathering the information. In KBC, the
effective network area is small. It is close to the user and to
the original destination server of the request. In ISM, the
whole network is used to store the information. Also,
regarding the download time in ISM, a request for the
content location must be made while in KBC this piece of
information is included in the keyword-based request
answers.
ISM emphasis is on efficiency. Hence, all contents and all
locations can be found by a keyword-based request.
However, it requires router tables capacity to be high enough
to store information for all existing keywords and for all
contents, which can be unfeasible. Also, if a router has an
issue and becomes out of order, all information stored are
inaccessible and/or lost because in ISM, network-wide
coordination of routers is necessary. On the other hand, KBC
focuses on scalability and capability of adaptation. We want
to have enough answers, but only a small part of the whole
network is used. Also, the KBC information is managed
automatically with time-out in tables and with invalidation
messages in case of no more valid KBC trail.
VI.

CONCLUSION

We presented in this paper a comparative study of
keyword-based search features for Content-Oriented
Network. Such features are important from a user point of
view to make the network accessible. We based our study on
the proposed Keyword-based Breadcrumbs, our keywordbased search feature based on Breadcrumbs, and on the
existing Independent Search and Merge, another similar
feature performing differently. They are scalable and
interesting. KBC is scalable not only in CON but also in
partially deployed Breadcrumbs because keyword-based
search is close in its working to content name-based one, and
thanks to Breadcrumbs characteristics. These features focus
on different points. ISM is focused on the content retrieval
efficiency. However, be careful about the size of tables used
to store content information, because it depends on the
number of routers, contents, and keywords. Also, a failure in
the system results in a loss of data and so in efficiency. KBC
is focused on the capacity of adaptation and on the user’s
neighborhood. Content information is stored on its path, and
a keyword-based request will go to the closest server and
find close content information. There is a trade-off between
the network flooding and the search efficiency. It seems that
KBC with the setting “1 Server Extended” is a good
compromise with a high efficiency and a capacity of
adaptation.
In our future work, we want to work more on KBC by
changing our network for having non unique contents. Also,
we will take into account the content popularity, and we
want to implement an indicator of users’ satisfaction (if a

content is downloaded thanks to a keyword-based search, it
means that for the keyword list used, the user is satisfied of
this content). Also, we continue to see other possible ways to
perform keyword-based search in CON.
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